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MEW
of action here. As a senator from Oregon, I feel it Is my duty
to reach I lie best conclusion
possible." '
The senate voted to print the map,
Senator Chamberlain supporting the
motion.
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Washington, D. C July 21. Denunciation of free trade as a timely policy
lor the United States, a prediction of
failure in its purposes for the Underwood-Simmons
tariff bill and an attack on an ad valorem tariff system
were voiced by Senator Burton of
Ohio today when tariff discussion was
resumed in the Senate.
Senator Burton declared he was no
worshipper of protection as a "fetish"
but that he approached the subject
of the tariff "rather with conviction
.that whenever there shall be an era
of comity and mutual concession in
trade among nations and our country
shall have reached a point when its
productive capacity has been developed fully, free trade might by a rational policy. Such, he said, was not
the case, the disposition "to restrict
trade among nations and to grant access to markets only on rendering concessions in return being on the increase. Senator Burton declared that
the Democrats had framed a bill which
literally tears to pieces the fiscal policy of the nation, Ui order to satisfy
the craving for the lowering or the
cost of living and to justify the declaration of the party platform that
the chief cause of the high cost of
living was "the existing protective tariff enacted by the Republican party."
"This," said Senator Burton, "was
your campaign argument; this was
the promise on which you regard yourselves as delegated to tear' to pieces
the fiscal policy which has been the
sheet anchor of nearly two decades of
unprecedented prospertyy and which is
the only guarantee of its continuance.
You have erected a tariff policy blind
to every consideration except the consumer.
The bill was frankly not
framed to encourage capital to enter
new fields of industry or to extend
those already established. Its sole
justification is a reduced cost of living. If it falls in this, it fails ut-

terly."

Denouncing the ad valorem system
adopted in the bill as a substitute for
specific duties, Senator Burton declared that it was objectionable because it meant a heavier burden upon
the consumer in periods when prices
are highest and a smaller burden when
prices are low; that it affords tempta
tion for undervaluation and fraud, ana
that it works to the disadvantage of
the American manufacturer who must
buy raw material abroad.
Smoot as a Killjoy.
Asserting that a foreign lobby had
influenced the Democrats in the framtariff
ing of the Underwood-Simmon- s
bill, Senator Smoot, Republican member of the finance committee, today delivered vigorous attack on the measure.
He painted a picture of mills shut
down, workmen unemployed, investors
ruined, and an era of general financial and industrial depression as the
result of the levelling of tariff walls.
"There has been a lobby here in
behalf of the foreign manufacturers, he
charged, "such as was never before
witnessed in the history of the Union.
The Italian Chamber of Commerce of
New York asked for certain reductions and the Democrats in nearly
every case have given more than was
asked.
The senator assailed the increase in
the free list, especially with reference to sugar, wool, pig iron and textiles. He charged that the sugar industry of Hawaii and Porto Rico would
be ruined, with consequent benefits to
sugar trust, and China,
the
with its great steel plants, would capture the steel business of the western

hemisphere.
"All the world knows how this country suffered as a result of the Wilson
tariff law in 1896," he continued, "but
the average rate of duty is over two
per cent lower than was the case
under the last Democratic tariff, when
the business of the nation was paralyzed and three million persons thrown
out of employment."
The senator then launched into a
detailed comparison of the cost of production and the wages paid in the
United States and abroad and asserted the removal of duties was an open
Invitation to foreigners to use the
United States as a dumping ground
for their surplus products. He concluded:
The question of the future will be
wages
competition with the starvation
of Asia, instead of with the low rates
of Europe."
In the debate a discussion arose
over printing a map to show that
sixty percent of produce east, of the
the
Mississippi

were made dutiable by

as against 39 percent of products
Demowest. Senator Chamberlain,
crat, of Oregon, surprised his colleagues by saying:
"While I feel under some obligations to support the tariff measure as
It came from the finance committee,
,1 am not bound to it. I am bound to
1)111,

STATES

Louis Sunday morning, will be buried
here beside his wife.
Gibson's wife was killed here February 15 by George Caven, of Dallas,
Since then,
who then killed himself.
Gibson has been despondent.
Caven and Gibson were both suitors
for the hand of Pauline Crutcher,
daughter of (J. W. Crutcher, mayor of
East Dallas, eleven years ago, and
Gibson married her.
Dr. Philip GibSt. Louis. July 21
son, an insurance man of Dallas, Tex.,
died under mysterious circumstances
at the home of a friend he was visiting here early Sunday morning. The
coroner's poBt mortem failed to reveal
the cause of death. An analysis of
the stomach'B contents will be made
before the opening of the inquest tomorrow.
Two years ago, according to his St..
Louis friends, Dr. Gibson's wife was
shot and killed by an old suitor who
then committed suicide. Since then,
Gibson has been traveling about the
country. A week ago he came here
and Baid he was going to Denver
of his health.
Last night, while his hostess was
playing "When I Lost You" on a piano, he suddenly dropped to the floor
unconscious.
Failing to revive him
early in the morning, she said, she
He said the man
called a physician.
The
had been dead several hours.
police are holding his entertainer
pending the inquest.
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Kmeliiic
militant suffragette
leader who outwitted the police on
Saturday, was arrested this afternoon.
when she whs entering a public hall
to attend the weekly conclave of the
Women's Social and Political Union,
'she hud intended at the meeting to
Issue another deliant challenge to the GIFFORD PINCHOT DECLARES ALSO
government.
THAT WELLMAN'S STORY OF THE
A big force of nniforni"d policemen
closed up behind Mrs. l'anklnirst and
ALLEGED
ROW WITH ROOSEVELT
her captous and stemmed the rush of
IS "PERFECT NONSENSE" AND
infuriated women, whose yells of
"Murderers! Assassins!" drew great
WITHOUT FOUNDATION.
crowds to the scene.
Some of the women used hat pins
as weapons of offense and several perRAPS MEN NOW
sons were badly hurt.
When she arrived at llolloway jail.
Airs. Pankhurst refused to leae the
"ON THE FENCE"
cab and was carried in by detectives.
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El Paso, Texas, July 21. Dr. Philip
fSibson of El Paso, found dead in St.
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Clifford Pinchot, millionaire forester
Washington, D. C., July 21. Martin NEARLY ONE THOUSAND
Washington, D. C, July 21. AlarmWashington, D, C, .luly 21. Strong
M .Mulhall, former lobbyist
for the!
MILLIONS REQUIRED. and noted Progressive, high priest of
support has developed in the senate ing reports of an approaching crisis in
London. July 21. Three hundred conservation and friend of Roosevelt,
for President Wilson's policy of pro- Mexico have been received here by National Association of Maniifacturcontinued his story today before1 million dollars in addition to the $025,-- j
cis,
tection and supervision of Nicaragua.
is to bo no amalgamation
high government officials. It was
was the says there
the senate investigating committee.
(Hl(l.0(l() already expended,
An informal poll of the committee on
stated here today on unof the Progressives with the G. O.
Birrell
humus
A
Irom
letter
Gibson,
estimate
August
by
today
given
indicated
that
foreign relations today
impeachable authority that the deve- New York financial
from chief secretary for Ireland, of the sum P.. and that the Pinchots have NOT
writer,
the treaty proposed Saturday by Seceven
Roosevelt,
lopments of the coming 1wo weeks w hom David Lamar testified he got in-- necessary to complete the operation had a row with
retary Bryan will be endorsed with a are regarded as fraught with tremenformation to base his charge of an jof land purchase in Ireland in accord though Walter Wellman may write
safe margin of votes and come into the dous
to the Huerta governcolumns about "it'' in the New York
$S2,0()0.000 forgery on the books of the'ance with the provisions of the land
senate with the backing of influential ment. importance
So delicate is the information
the purchase acts of 1913 and 190!). These Sun.
in
was
railroad
Union
Pacific,
put
members of both political parties.
that an intimation of the advices beSeated in the Pullman car "Aspin-wall,- "
acts make it compulsory for a landlord
It' became known definitely today came known today only with the stip- record.
traveling on the Santa Fe from
to
La-tthe
his
tenant
not.
did
know
wrote
he
permit
Gibson
purchase
that the. proposal does not bind the ulation that it was unofficial and that
.....
..
to Newton, Kansas, where
...
11
1.....1 l.
Chicago
cinuvme.
did not now believe mere was
United States to any obligation of the ii would not be
represented as being mar;
ur tne .,ou,im!i.uuii, ivir. Hiirren sam he was to deliver an address, the
outstanding debts of Nicaragua. The the view of any official of the United forgery and was sending out a retrac-leader gave an innoted
tion to his
subscribers. Paul D. 'it would be necessary to borrow only terview Progressive
lehabllitation of the Republic's financ States government.
to a representative
of the
Issue
the
20,000,0(10
public
through
mit
CravnMi.
counsel
for
the
railroad,
es is expected to come about through
Authorative publication of the na- Fe New Mexican, who was on
Santa
unaii-iceue
me
siock.
rest,
oi
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win
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would
be
the stability that
a 1('Uer from a
Pllblic HC'
given
ture of thfi advices, it was said, prob-Ji'- i
by the national debt commission the same train.
,
rlis- ti t:i lit H fYiilniiiitiir
a. me
future operations through the control
thp nnnarpnt
"Have the Pinchots split off from
very cu.? fnii
would precipitate ii.
ably
a ,.pw ,,, wn,ch wlii eive com- i,.ndel.
to be exercised by' the United States. the
The means cepancies on which Lamar UilSfU U1D
was
dispatches forecast.
pulsory power to the government to Roosevelt, as Wellman relates?"
Nicaragua would agree to make no by which the predicted events were sensational charges.
the asked.
make the vendors receive half
in
debts in excess of her current resourc to be
Octowrote
Mulhall
Scliwedtman
Mr. Pinchot dropped the magazine
brought to pass or what was to
purchase price in three percent stock.
es, however, and the United States follow were not hinted at in the re- ber:
he was reading and replied:
,
would be given the right to intervene
"I do hope that, when James E.
"I have read Walter Wellman's story
ports which so far haveWound no reWACO MOTORCYCLE PARTY
with troops at any time to insure Nic- flection on the military or naval preof Indiana, gets in the governor's
In the New York Sun and I regard it
COLORADO.
TOURING
aragua independence or to protect life
chair, lie will lay a half dozen of his
It is one of those
parations by the United States.
2L Shivering us perfect nonsense.
Trinidad, Colo.,
and property.
SAILING SHIP LONG OVERis good friends (?) over his knee and in a cool mountain July
administration
the
Meanwhile,
a parly of stories which on the face of it carbreeze,
would agree to make no
DUE GIVEN UP FOR LOST.
Nicaragua
iutu l.iff liara at ries conviction of its own unreliabil
.... ...
...... .....
marking time on the, Mexican problem s ank them to beat the hand, includ-- uiv W',rr
.
i.i ,i.
,
u,,,r-of Ambassador ii:g your special friend. Senator
f.
for
Hamburg, July 21. The German toreign .1 ireaues wmcn womu
ity. T do not blame Wellman
ten today for Denver. The party
ii tQf M"
ihn
1 hate false friends
more than
the story It Is his business,
Wilson from Mexico City, which is
sailing ship Klio, with her crew of 20
writing
after
here
having
yesterday
men, has been given up as lost by her States would pay Nivaragua $3,000,000 expected by Thursday or Friday.
do the worst enemies."
covered nine hundred miles in six but I do blume anyone for believing
owners here. She sailed from Talca-huan- for an exclusive right to build a canal
s expense
account dated riH Va
Wilson finds himself in
Mulhall
President
Cnrhnretnrs. it!
nrrfilpnt
on May 11, for .Mejillos and is route and for a naval base In the bay the same state of doubt as to actual October :51, liliis, showed an item of affected
Denounces Penrose.
the altitude of six thousand
by
of
Fonseea.
believed to have gone down on the
conditions in the rebellion-tor'I am asked constantly if there is
repub- $:;uo, "paid Win. M. Walsh of the exe feet, delayed the motorcyclists here
Unicontrol
the
'The
by
proposed
coats of Chile. She was a vessel of
lic as he did when in the hope of get- cutive board in the Tenth, Eleventh for a time until
the Pro
adjustments were to he an amalgamationthe of
1,571 tons
the and Fifteenth congressional districts made!
old Republinet, built at Glasgow in ted States over the financial operagressive party with
ting at. the facts he summoned
enan
is
tions of Nicaragua
virtually
1888.
can party. There is NOT to be such
American ambassador to the capital. of Pennsylvania to do general cam-forcement of the Monroe doctrine in He realizes that even the Americans
In my own state of
an amalgamation.
work."
paign
senadvance,'' said one member of the
for instance, I would
Mexico, individscattered
throughout
"1 think we made a good friend ot
Pennsylvania,
toate foreign relations committee
as soon think of amalgamating with
TWO-CEN- T
ually are unable to get a comparative Senator Dolliver and he made me
day.
view of the situation in the whole
Penrose as I would vvilli the Harris-hurSenators Hitchcock. Sutherland, M. country, their judgment heiug affected piomise to call on him when we come
capitol grafters. Penrose stands
to
wrote
Scliwedtman
Washington,"
Stone
and
O'Cionnan
expressed
Smith,
From the Mulhall December
local events.
for everything that everv decent man
by
purely
1!)0S.
1,
of
approval of the general principles
Mexican capital comes reports that
in American politics hates and op
A long "blacklist" of congressmen,
the proposal.
have turned every; engagement into
poses.
had
who
reand
Democrat)!,
i.epublicans
Chairman Bacon of the foreign
a federal victory and so far the ad"Talk of amalgamating with Penlations committee, who was strongly ministration has heard absolutely no- - incurred the enmity of the National
rose is supremely ridiculous. So with
and
of Manufacturers
Nicaragua!) tltirtir nvralt
opposde to the original
Iho 1,1'OQti I'Onnrta Association
the men who have controlled the Retreaty, said he believed the new pro- from the constitutionalist s side of the were to be opposed when they came
publican party elsewhere, like Barnes
was
for
ur
TJryan
greatly nnua Tliio haa Iprl In nil i n t i mil t Hill
posal by
presented by FIRST OFFICER PROCTOR
Secretary
ON THE of New York, Watson of Indiana, and
entitled
the
.Vnilliall.
and
RATES IN MINNESOTA changed the situation
PASSENGER
Root of New York, and the rest. WE
jnformation of re)iap)e clmrae.
Wm. Hughes, New Jersey, now sentreaty "to the most careful consider? ter from that source would be welSTEAMERCOMUSALMOSTTHROWN
HAVE COME OUT FROM AMONG
MILE
A
'
WILL BE TWO CENTS
tion."
ator; Wm. B. Wilson, of Pennsylvania,
comed by the administration.
THEM
TO 15E CLEAN AND THE
OVERBOARD BY STRIKE BREAKERS
The proposed treaty will be attackAt the request of Secretary Bryan. now secretary of labor; Thos. 1).
ONLY WAY TO STAY CLEAN IS TO
OF JA ed in some
BECAUSE
HENCEFORTH
quarters on the ground Surgeon General Blue, of the public Nichols, of the Tenth Pennsylvania;
KERP OUT!
OF UNITED FRUIT COMPANY.
that It 'put a moral obligation on the health service, has ordered
quaran- - George A. Pearre, of the Sixth Mary
SUPREME COURT DECISION.
Raps "Agitators."
United States to see that Nicaragua tine officers at Havana and
"And how about these agitators who
Key West land, and John L. Burnett, of the Sevrefunds and repays her old debts, to
Mulwere
described
enth
Ambassa
Alabama,
of
by
the
talk of amalgamation?" was asked.
passage
expedite
even though the treaty does not make dor Wilson.
hall and being on the "permanent, PROCTOR'S UFEIS SAVED
"Such men as Cummins, and Borah
BIG FREIGHT RATE
this country directly responsible for
black list" because they were always
Wilson Expected at Havana.
and Hadley?" asked Pinchot in reply.
them.
i
A
STEWARDESS
BY
of; i favor of labor legislation.
July 21. The arrival
"Well, I will say just this of Cummins
REDUCTION ALSO Whatever the actual results may be, Havana,
States
"Against all these men we made
Henry Lane Wilson, United
Borah, Hadley, et al: They are sitting
the underlying purpose of the admin- - ambassador to Mexico, was awaited
on the fence and want us to help thein
every effort to drive them from pubin
the
of
istration
agreement at sunrise
framing
New Orleans, July 21. Mutiny
hut the steamer Mex- lic life." said he.
get down."
St. Paul, 11 inn., July 21. The new with Nicaragua was to secure the con ico was today, on its
Comus,
from
On another list Irvine L. Lenroot 25 Chinese on the steamship
As Mr. Pinchot was leaving the
voyage
delayed
ordered
exrates
cession for a canal route and the
passenger and freight
Vera Cruz and is not expected to be nd Henrv A. Cooper, of Wisconsin; arriving here today from New York,- train at Newton, Kansas, he said to
passen-settsby the United States supreme court in tension of the Piatt amendment was here until late tomorrow morning.
the
in
a
resulted
among
panic
the representative of the New Mexof Massachu-- !
Augustus P. Gardner,
c.l one
its recent decision in the Minnesota merely an accident in (he minds of
Ask Protection for Americans.
Victor MniUnnk
of Kansas: Rers. the probable fatal injury
ican: "You might add one more senThis was developed
ot
rate cases, became enective touay. the negotiators.
the
wounding
Mexico City, July 21. The Ameri .Tames T. McDermott,
tence: If anything further were needof Illinois; of the mutineers,
Passenger rates are reduced to two in the course of a conversation be- can embassy, acting under instruction Champ Clark, of Missouri, and Gil- three others and slight injuries to ed to destroy the confidence of the
white
rates
the
and
new
tween
the president
of the
cents a mile and the
freight
today, made representations to the bert N. Paugen, of Iowa, were de- First Officer M. L. Proctor
people of this country in the Repubcarry reductions of from 5 to 40 per house correspondents today.
Mexican foreign office relative to the scribed as "Cannon's list" and were Comus. The general fight occurred on- lican party it would be abundantly
toIn the administration view, the scope
cer cent.
furnished by the Mulhall disclosures."
danger in which a number of Ameri- in disfavor with the organization. Mul ' the forward deck of the steamer
day.
Judge C. A. Willard, of the United of the plan was not intended to be cans in the town of Maderia, in the rail swore, because of their
Talks Conservation.
opposi
all
for
as
a
of
court
down
laid
Minnesota,
States circuit
general policy
state of Chihuahua, were placed.
Proctor probably owes his life to Besides discussing politics, Mr. Pinto Speaker Cannon.
t'on
On
another
Inof
the
affairs
Central America, but
dismissed the circuit court
The embassy urged the dispatch of list were "Morse and
the bravery of Mrs. Florence Shaw, a chot. said a kind word for his pet proNelson, of Wis- in! the little republic are to be dealt with troops for their protection.
junction relating to
trT- r
stewardess, who saved him from ject, conservation.
i
....nnt..
t
ii......
atten-effeet
'
.
Ask For Gun Boat
Minnesota and officially restorted to separately as they may require
,
"The conservation work is going on
,
, v . T
being thrown over the rail by the in
two tion.
oDeration the Minnesota
Chinese.
runated
"Wre may
Washington, D. C, July 21. The .... '
well." he declared.
...I.
very
The attitude of the administration, suggestion from Consul Lespinasse at rt.v. iuuiumi Hwuru inui me names
cent passenger rate and commodities
Proctor ordered all the Chinese to have trouble over water power at the
furnished
been
lad
friendextreme
one
Congressman
by
is
of
was
lit
considsaid,
laws and cleared the way for
Frontera, Tambasco, that, a United
vessel was about next session of congress, but it is too
to States gunboat there would quiet the WatBon, or by "Mr. Chihls," a clerk to the hold when the
eration of the cases of the three roads liness and there is no disposition
miles from New Orleans. The early to foretell for sure."
forty
in
house
on
the
committee
claims
war
unless
such
plan,
fears of Americans who are appreheniMr. Pinchot said that he was then
not affected by the mandates of the force on them any
Orientals protested that the heat was
The ad- sive because the rebels have threaten- - 1910.
on a lecture tour of Kansas and NeWhen
United States supreme court. The Jit is thoroughly acceptable.
Proctor
too
insisted,
intense.
atovemoer 4. isiis, two nays nerore
ministration knows nothing of the
ed to attack that port and already!
new schedule, however, went into efsix of them rushed him to the rail. braska as president of the conservatitudes of the governments of Costa have occupied a few American owned jection' Mulhall wrote Schwedtman: Then Mrs. Shaw battered her way tion association, and that his first lecfect last midnight.
Rica and Salvador as no representa- plantations near the city, is being
"Following is a list of congressmen
The roads affected in the injuncamong the Chinese, preventing them ture would be at Newton.
tions have yet been made.
considered, but no request has yet ' would advise having Mr. VanCleve jfrom throwing Proctor overboard.
"Can't you live on $12,000 a year,"
tions are:
not dollar diplomacy; it is been made to the navy department forifnd telegrams to, who I feel sure will
is
"This
drew his weapon and be- - jokingly asked the reporter. Mr. PinProctor
Great Northern, Northern Pacific.
in
said
Senator Lodge,
elected and who have been our
additional war craft in the Gulf of
of the chot smiled and the eyes of his sec
& good sense,"
pan firing. Other members
Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis
friends in the past."
general support of the plan.
Mexico.
rushed retary, who was seated nearby, twinkl- several
crew
and
passengers
Cmaha; Milwaukee & St. Paul; ChiSenator Borah, also a member of
The iist included Sherman, Cannon, into the melee.
Federals Report Victory.
!ed merrily.
Chinese
the
Soo
and
the
Finally
&
Northwestern
cago
the foreign relations committee, atEl Paso, Texas, July 2). Federal I'urleign. Dalzell,
"Look here," said Mr. Pinchot, "I
Denby, Dwight, were cowe(j i,y superior force and were
Line.
tacked the policy of the plan.
advices to Juaw. from Chihuahua, Fairchild. Fassett, Fordney, Hepburn, aent t0 tne hold. The most seriously am on a four week lecture tour, but
The case of the Gricago & Great
Am"This means the going up of the
state that. Pascual Orozco's force of Keifer, Longworth, McKinley, Malt- jnjred man is shot through the lungs, there is no money in it for MYSELF.
Western was held not to be affectej erican
all the way to the Panama federal irregular troops, repairing the t'.v. Mann, Moon, Moore, Parsons, nrobablv
fatally.
Every dollar raised goes into conser- higher court, Canal," flag
by the ruling of the
he declared in a statement. railroad north of Chihuahua,
from Payne, Rainey and about forty others,
The Chinese were being brought vation work. Please mention that in
since its earnings have not been suf"It is the beginning of that, policy
On November 4, 1908, Schwedtman here to act as strike breakers for the your Interview."
and defeated
encountered
ficient to warrant the enforcement of whose irrefutable logic is complete Torreon,
wrote to Mulhall;
Manual Chaos rebel band south
of.
Talking of New Mexico Pinchot
.United Fruit company, whose seamen
the two" cent rate.
dominance and control and ownership Chihuahua Saturday, killing ninety. In
under 'chuckled over the failure of Taft to
is
we
Each
"So
Mr.
out.
far
have
wired
walked
only
recently
A motion that the Great Western be by the United
States from here CO tlio
5 rebels were Taft, Mr. Sherman and Mr. Cannon." $500 bond.
.
..... firot
...... Qmrnffainont
RepubliFearing some might try carry his once
Ilr,u'
pernntted to change some oi its rates, t,)e Pauama Canal. It is not exactly killed. They
returned to the attackj .Mulhall wrote Schwedtman on De-- ' to escape as the Comus was coming can" commonwealth.
not to conform with the state law, ouiin accord with either the contemplat pnd lost 15 more.
"Roosevelt made, a phenomenal run
jc ember 19, 908, that he had seen Sen-up the river, the Chinese were ordered
to meet competition, was granted.
"
jpn3 0f those who formed the republic
Cox. to the hold.
and
everywhere, didn't he?" he said.
Foraker
that
intor
George
St. Louis, inior onr own present, professions
The Minneapolis
of
Then Mr. Pinchot turned to shhko
ti e Cincinnati "hoRs" was convinced'
When the boat docked the Orientals
THE DAY IN CONGRESS. that Charles P. Taft could not be were ordered to come on deck, one al hands
whose case the supreme court held wnat it ought to be."
with 1). 1 MeGowan, of All u- can change!
the rates confiscatory,
With drawn weapons, police .querque, who was on the train pnti
time.
senator
e'ected
and
he
that
iniendedia
such rates as they desire to meet com- WOMAN HOLDS ALLEGED
Their disjo- - who told the
that he is in
Senate.
to advise Taft to withdraw. Foraker took the men in charge.
to
petition, but are not compelled
the forestry work in this district. Mr.
Met at noou and resumed debate on seemed certain. Mulhall wrote, that Rition has not yet been determined.
UNTIL HELP COMES
ROBBER
&
The Minneapolis
lnake a refund.
Pinchot asked several questions s'lout
with the aid of Cox he could win.
Colo., July 21. Until the tariff bill.
International campany will not be Denver,
the forests in this state, showing a
HEART FAILURE
OF
Senator Burton attacked ad vaDIES
Mrs. Kitsmith tothe
of
arrival
police,
Mulhall
also
said
that former Repcompelled to make a refund but will
TOLD OF ELOPEMENT keen Interest in the answers.
tariff.
WHEN
lorem
of
rates
man
she
whom
a
held
charged
day
resentative Watson, of Indiana, was
return to the two cent rate.
Remembers Santa Feans.
Grand Junction, Colo., July 21.
Lobby investigating committee rewith attempting to rob her apartin 1908 while a member of
Although the court declared that a ment, after having fought with him sumed hearing of Martin M. Mulhall. employed
Discussing Santa Fe, Mr. Pinchot
. .
., ,nouse or
u UUU icvriui v. u iuvb.k.u u.. ......
.
to
ine
!RnH
help
that he remembers well two resi- representatives
f uia ,w
decree would be prepared in the case for
House.
twenty minutes. Mrs. Smith had
a tariff commission bill
"put
through"
or mis cuy. une is manes a.
cf the Great Western permitting that
and
,nenrs
Elizabeth
Uoldie,
Saturday.
Not in session; mets at noon,
for a few mmmt of hpr
0' a retainer of $500; $250 a week ters,
the
and author of
roaa to cnange some oi its rates, u
with Max W. Midgley and W. O.
utes, and upon her return, discovered,
and $1o,niio if he got the measure
He said:
was stated by attorneys for the state she
ter, Salt Lake City, John E. Maxwell "The Cowboy Detective."
the man rifling compartsaid,
tl rough congress. Mulhall did not dropped dead of heart failure, accord- - "Sirlngo is a fine fellow and his book
that within a week suit would be filed ments in her dressers. He attempted SECRETARY OF WAR
say who was to pay.
against that road asking it be
ing to word received here today from is mighty interesting.'
to run, but Mrs. Smith grappled with
AT GALVESTON TODAY
Then he asked about C. J. Xeis,
to abide by the state law. This him and after a struggle, succeeded in
Helper, Utah, Maxwell's home. The
son is named Gilford Pinchot.
w'hose
of
told
and
ATLANTIC
wife
FLEET
his
was
from
WILL
probably will mean a retrial of the flooring him. She then called the janitelegram
Galveston, Texas, July 21. SecreHOLD WEEK'S MANEUVERS his daughters meeting the two men at Neis. Mr. Neis was formerly steno-- a
rate case, In connection with the tor, whom she requested to notify the tary of War Garrison and his party toGreat Western. Experts for the state police.
moving picture show in Salt Lakegrapher to Mr. Pinchot in Washing
Newport, R. I., July 21. The Atlan
day inspected the military reservation
ton.
are now making an examination of the
The prisoner gave his name as C. H. and the permanent camp of the Fifth tic flet under command of Rear Ad- - City and their immediate elopement
Maxwell was
books of the Great Western in an at- Pitney, and declared he is a laundry brigade, at Fort Crockett. They also miral Badger, sailed today for a week and disappearance.
The fleet consists of said to be "the oldest engineer the
tempt to show that the road can make driver and was engaged in collecting Inspected the camps of the Fourth and of maneuvers.
a fair return on invested capital by laundry when Mrs. Smith returned to Sixth brigades of the second army di- eleven battleships and seventeen de- - Utah division of the Denver & Rio
Grande railroad.
her apartments.
vision at Texas City.
stroyers.
charging the legal two cent rate.
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OR. DAUID BOYD
REACTIONARY SPIRIT How
LOOKING AFTER
THE UNIUERSITV
SHOWN AGAIN

A Special Sale

i

THIS WEEK

THIS WEEK

to

21, 1913.

Heal a

Stubborn Abscess

Deming, N. M., July 21. Dr. David
A Home Method Sure to ReBoyd is spending a few days in A JUST BILL TO AID THE WIDOW OF A
store Flesh to Natural
Dtniing in the interest of the State
MAN
KILLED ON DUTY HELD UP BY
Health.
I'niversity of which he is president,
lit urges cogent reasons for the libNEAR PROGRESSM00T-H- 0W
DO
eral support of that institution by the
SIVES LIKE IT?
people of the state. One of his dol-land cent arguments runs as follows: There are eleven hundred boys
Washington, D. C, July 21. The
ipnd girls sent out of New Mexico brief colloquy in the senate on July
every year to other stales for educa-jtien- . loth over the bill for the relief of Mrs.
It costs an average of $SU0 each May Stanley must have been particu
We
send these boys and girls to school, larly interesting to Senators Cum-Hence, we drain $,SSO,000 out of the n.inw ' Unmli k'unviin Mini OrnnnH. the
not cover any external sore so aa
state each year in cold cash which leaders in .1the recent attempt to Hue to
inte,.fere wltn e,.api,.at0n am, th9
might, be just as well kept at home. Progressives back into the Republican formation of protective
scabs. Keep
nd unless the I'niversity of New nai'ty
it (lean ami nunnaea. ir 11 is a hiuii- Mexico is kept up to the standard
Will Stanley was superintendent of T1". famoU 1)lood DUI.ifler works won- along, there will be an increas- an Indian school in California. Under
And you can easily give your
ing number of students
each year oiders from his superior officer, lie M..od a good, thorough cleans'iur by
u.
S.
s. S. There is no need for
ins
sent abroad for their education cans, was sent to
investigate some dis anyone to be despondent over the 11AfcE
ing an increasing drain on the re- satisfaction at another school. In the li' 3 of blood impurities. to matter
sources of the state. Again, the insti- performance of this duty in response hi'iv badly they attack the system or
ni.w unsightly becomes the skin, just
tutions which these young people
te the direct orders of his superior, he remember
there Is one Ingredient in
bu- - was shot down
all maintain
S.
S. thiit so stimulates the cellular
employment
some
of
the
Indians
by
'
reaus for finding jobs for their gradu he was
throughout the body that each
visiting, several of whom have
its own essential nutriment TALK ABOUT A FINE STOCK OF HARDWARE, WHY, WE ARE JUST
ates, and they are very successful in since oeen irieu ami couvicieu , 01, iue seUvts
the blood.
frc.i
BE OF WHAT WE HAVE IN OUR
STORE.
such
finding
Tbli means that all decay, all break-In- s AS PROUD AS WE CAN
position. It follows, murder.
duwn of the tissues, is iheckeil and WE WILL BE ABLE TO WAIT UPON YOU QUICKLY. WE WANT TO
therefore, that our New Mexico boys
The murdered superintendent left a
work begins. S. S. S. has such PLEASE YOU. WE WANT TO GIVE YOU THE BEST HARWARE THAT
and girls are not only educated abroad widow and two young children.
The arepair
specific influence on all local cells as IS MADE, AND WE WANT YOU TO BE SATISFIED WITH THE PRICE.
ut are landed in positions outside the
to
preserve their mutual welfare and WE ARE SURE WE ARE IN A
supervisor who reported the murder afford
TO
POSITION
SEND YOU AWAY
a proper relative assistance to
state as fast as they graduate
to the commissioner of Indian affairs,
a
lost considerable number of them recommended that a nension be given i... t ranin,Mtvi. moriinin than PLEASED.
are so alienated.
The doctor argues to .Mrs. Stanley as pensions are given
before, and S. S. S. is the highest
that it is not good conservation policy - the widows of army and navy of jever
" levcef"t.11? ,hlst linHe't),
WOOD-DAVI- S
to allow this to be done. Better
killed in line of duty. .The law
the boys and girls at home, and bet"IF IT'S HARDWARE WE HAVE IT."
Jf your abscess is of such a PHONE 14.
PHONE 14.
already provides for pensions for mil-- results. thut
ter keep the money at home.
1,:ltu,e
ynu wt,ll,1 Iike to consult
r
itarv service and there is a
a spni lalist. vrite to the Mcrtical Dept.,
We spend money to bring citizens provision for compensation to certain (The Swift
Specific Co., 187 Swift Labo- into the state, why not spend a little classes of federal employes for injury ratory, Atlanta, Ua.
to keep our most useful ones at occurring in the service.
But this
home? Dr. Boyd has traveled about case, which does not differ in prin- - tlie Bishop agency today: One lot in
4000 miles in the last vear in the
necessitates snecial lpirmliit inn. the Schumann subdivision, to Hon. An- tonio J.ucero, secretary of state; one
..,
4
h
teresta nf tho
,.,i0s f m,. a
it In the Duranso addition to Rafael- that he finds the general educational eluded by the senate in the Indian
strong over the state. He ad-- ; propriation bill recently passed. The 'lc Pettine: one house and lot, former
C. A. Wheelon, on E.
mits, however, that the University of Democratic leaders of the house ly owned by Dr.
New
rexico has not been sufficiently struck it out upon the ground that it il'alace avenue, to George Peshty.
The J. B. Hayward agency is offeradvertised for every New Mexican to did not belong in an appropriation"
know its exact location. Manv new bill, so a snecial bill was introduced ing many choice bargains, which In
and interesting lines of work are being in the senate dealing with this case cludes the new Vick Roy residence,
ti'ken up by the University under Dr. 'alone. On July 13th, Mr. Bryan, of i.nd George M. Kinsell has on his list
some of the best inducements in both
N THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH
Boyd's direction.
For instance, thejUorida, representing the committee houses and
lots ever offered in Santa
department of university extension on claims which had reported the bill Fe.
ODS, Electricity plays a most impoAmong the many choice bargains
has been placed in the hands of a very unanimously, asked unanimous
offered for sale may be mentioned the
rtant part. The grandfather would
man from the University of sent for immediate consideration ol
Paul A. F. Walter residence on E.
Wisconsin, Dr. Frank ,T. Laube. This it. It would have taken the senate Palace avenue, with its beautiful lawn
be amazed at the radiance of the moddepartment will furnish lectures on pi ssibly 10 or 15 minutes, perhaps and foliage, together with fruit trees,
ern home and why all this light ? To
general educational or even technical less, to pass the bill and perform an etc. Many cottages and small adobe
to
obvious
act
of
any
for
subjects
community merely
justice.
residences are also on the list, and
make the home more homelike to make
the expenses of the lecturer, making
ut bmoot, of I tali, the eminent col ihe indications are that Santa Fe is
home the most pleasant spot on earth
the
it possible for any lyceum bureau in league of Penrose,
Barnes, Crane, on the verge of a real boom in build-- I
the state to run in an extra lecture r,oot, Guggenheim,
I.orimer.
and
estate.
real
Lodge,
for father, mother and children. Good light
ing
into its course with very little extra Stephenson and the rest in reaction-- ;
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
The
fxpense.
department has also an ny Republican leadership, objected
More Water Capacity,
information bureau which will give land since the bill could be taken up
Reservoir No. S, on the French
desired.
f'ee of charge information on any" cr.ly by unanimous consent, his
was completed last week. This
topic in the whole range of human jfction was enough to send the bill to 'enables the farmers to put under
For Instance, the people the calendar where it takes a place Itivation an additional 3,000 acres of
oi .ew Mexico have been much exer- behind two or three measures of such land next year. The conditions on the
cised of late concerning the amount of controversial character that it will be; tract are shaping up fine, and it will
n oney which should be paid county" impossible to reach the bill
again this ue only a matter of a short time when
cfficials. The Information bureau can session.
it will be out of difficulties. We pre- furnish the salaries paid county of
Senittor Clapp explained this fact to dict that tlje French tract will he one
ficials in every state in the union, Mr. Smoot but that seemed only to;of tlle greatest
producing communi- Again, the 'people of San Juan countv IncreaBe the Utah Tory's objection. tles ln iNew Mexico, as it has the soil,
recently paid sauoo for the compilation Senator Works, of California, appeal- - will have the water, and has the best
lof statistics showing the resources of ed to Smoot to permit the bill to come kind of farmers, and all these eleIS QUITE SO CONVEN- the county with a view to inducing a up. He said that Mrs. Stanley is in ments together are a sure winner.
railroad to build in. This information need and that it is a meritorious Springer Times.
IENT as to touch the button and
Sweetest Thing in the World
could have been furnishe'd . by the claim which should be recognized
your stove is ready to cook your
is a baby, yet how many women are
University through its competent ex- - promptly.
at
a
ex-denied
some
this
perts
Iron ready to use, your toasted
"What responsibility has the
blessing because of
comparatively slight
In short. Dr. Boyd believes ernment for the killing of this man?" physical ailment which may be
hurried breakfast, your vacufor
the
ready
It has been said that hundreds
thoroughly in the great idea of uni-- asked Smoot.
a
um
extension
ol
children
owe
cleaner
to
univer-their
the
existence
"He
was
in
the
j
taking
ready for the fray, your washer
jversity
regular performance
E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Comsirj oui 10 tne people and making it of of his duty and he was shot down
to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heatready
fervice in every home in the state.
while he was performing his duty," re- pound, which we believe has brought
ed rooms. Electricity will do every thing
The teaching force of the University plied Senator Works.
"If that does health and happiness to more women
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
has been materially strengthened by not give rise to a case where the gov- in this fair land of ours than any
the addition of professors who hold ernment ought to recognize the claim other remedy.
day and night' Estimates and full Infordoctors degrees from the foremost uni- of his widow and children, I do not
mation cheeerf ully given.
versities of the country.
know how you can find one where it
The finances of the institution have would be just and proper."
TFlat brought from Smoot a quesbeen reorganized
during the past
year, and the income doubled. Dr. tion which shows the genuinely
In these little talks on adverBoyd speaks in highest praise of the
spirit actuating him.
"Does the senator take the posiwhich exists bespirit of
tising it Is our main purpose to
tween the city of Albuquerque and the tion," he asked, "that in the case of
point out to our readers the
University, and that the business men every employe of the government kill
benefits to be gained from the
of the town are most liberal in their ed in the employ ol the government
careful reading of our advertissupport of the institution. It is quite Lis family should be paid by the goving columns.
a
that
ernment?"
number
of
likely
last year's
1
In this question, Mr. Smoot, with
graduates of the Deming high school
We have called attention to
THE AMERICAN I
will attend the university during the characteristic reactionary cunning if
and
the ecenomy of
coming season. Dr. Boyd left Satur- not with deliberate dishonesty, sought
intelligent shopping and also to
day night for Albuquerque.
by an apparently slight misstatement
the surprising fund of useful
of
the
to
case
minimize
or
evade the
Fifteen purchasers accompanied by
Information and education con"Killed
the agents of the Mimbres Valley Al- government responsibility.
tained in advertisements.
falfa Farms company arrived in Dem-ir.- g while in the employ of the governin presenting this subject to
last night. Among them are the ment," he said; not "killed while in
our readers our aim is to be
the actual performance of duty in fulO. D. Noble, an automofollowing:
of service to help every one
bile dealer of Dayton, Ohio; Robt fillment of special orders."
to get the most possible good
It is the old Republican story of failDavidson, a prominent farmer from
from his newspaper.
the same state; Isaac K. Holllnger, ure and refusal to recognize
the
claims of human justice, yet it is to
also a prominent Ohio farmer.
Likewise, from an Intimate
M. O. Planebeck, of San Antonio, leadership like that displayed
by
knowledge of the interests and
Texas, is here looking for a location. Smoot in this case, that Cummins,
purposes of our advertisers, this
L. W. Ramsey, of Jonesboro, La., is Borah, Kenyon. and Gronna have askidea of serving their patrons
ed the Progressives to return.
is a controlling one with them.
prospecting in the valley.
The committee on control, of the
Alonzo Tennyson, of New Orleans,
The most prominent advertisLa., who has been here for several Progressive state committee of Maryers of the day manage their busdays investigating the resources of land, held a meeting in Baltimore on
iness and plan their advertising
the section, has decided to locate on Jane llth and unanimously nominated
from the standpoint of helping
business-buildin- g
Colonel Joseph R. Baldwin, of Aberof first-cla- ss
a farm near Deming.
only realized
their patrons.
W. H. Strong, a prominent brick deen, to be national committeeman
and
Comfort, convenience and Instationery, you would choose your own Bond
dealer of Brewton, Ala., is here visit- - from Maryland to fill the vacancy
telligent store arrangement go
caused by the recall of Colonel E. C.
Mr. Paulk.
tug his
its
selection
not intrust
to a subordinate
hand in hand and are advertisMessrs. Wayne Whitehill and Mar Carrington, Jr. The meeting was ated together with fashions and
tin Mullen, of faywood, were ln Dem- - tended by the full committee and by
make
business
values.
And, you
about 4ft county chairmen and other
ii.g Thursday on business
Successful
advertisers give
100
Progressive leaders from all parts of
efficient, you would specify
service as well as values.
the state. Mr. J. Stuart McDonald, of
Catarrh Cannot Be Cured
with LOCAL APPLICATIONS, as they Baltimore, has been chosen
state
cannot reach the seat of the disease. chairman in the place from which
Catarrh is a blood or constitutional Colonel Carrington was ousted.
disease, and in order to cure it you
ycu must take internal remedies.
BOOM
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken Intern REAL
NOVELTY WORKS,
ally, and acts directly upon the blood
AGAIN ACTIVE
and mucous surfaces. Hall's Catarrh
Galisteo Street
104
104
Water-Mark- )
Cure is not a quack medicine. It was
Many real, estate deals are
prescribed by one of the best physi put through and many more are beine
nend- - Makes all kinds of Screens and
The De Luxe Business
cians in this country for years and is ing at the
does Screening of Porches.
time, and a gen
J
a regular prescription. It is composed eral increasepresent
in real estate values is
mat Give Comfort because by comparison
or the best tonics known, combined evident from
COUPON
the activity of buyers PorcD Swings
you would find
with the best blood purifiers, acting and
agents who have properties on
Fruit
Ladders,
in quality-chara- cter'
Step and
BOND is far beyond the average Bond
directly on the mucous surfaces. The their hands. The late boom by the
Fly Traps that Catch Flies,
perfect combination of the two ingred- Albuquerque agents in disposing of
impressiveness, and
ients is what produces such wonder- the greater portion of the lots on
Repairs Your Furniture Right
ful results In curing catarrh. Send tor Buena Vista Loma and the
activity of
and Does Upholstering.
really productive-Jus- t
the Carl A. Bishop agency in dispostestimonials, free.
IN PACT HE DOES ALL KINDS OP
F. J. CHENEY & Co., Props,
of
Don
the
ing
Diego addition has tenREPAIR WORK.
today. And see the
specify
ded to enliven interest and deals are
Toledo, Ohio.
N. M.
SANTA
157
W.
FE,
Telephone
9
Sold by Druggist, price 75c.
us
difference.
being consummated daily covering all
you samples.
Prices leasooa We. All Work Guaranteed.
Take Hall's Family Pills )r const! portions of the city.
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY. AGENTS,
The following sales are reported by
aata Ft, N. M.
patios.
.
, TERM5 CASH.
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JULY
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BEANS

DYER PORK J

MONDAY,

To Havc You Come;
in and .see: our good

.

GROCERY C

values and our,

PHONE 40.

Complete

Got thc goods

d
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CORRICK LIVERY BARN
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY

Jtock.
W

WE
JUSTLY
PROUD, For,
vet

.

,

1

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.
Prompt Attention and the Best
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Hacks and Baggage Transfer.

HARDWARE

1.-

ttB 7, &tfLJXt8&&?

keepers
-

1

COMPANY.

'

half-bake-

GASPER ST.

104 DON

Telephone

9
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EASTFRN POINTS VIA
New Mexico Central and El Paso & Southwestern.
TO

SANTA FE TO CLOUDCROFT,

$12.10.

N. M., AND RETURN,

East

The

I

IlLEGHT
I

j

Best hraraK
Route

mar

West

For Rates and Full Information Call On or Address
L. H. GIBSON, T., F. & P. Agt., N. M. C. R. R., SANTA FE,
or EUGENE FOX, G. Pass. Agt., E. P. & S., EL PASO, TEX.

NEW MEXICO

MILITARY
UROSWELL,

INSTITUTE
NEW MEXICO.

'Tie West Point of the Soutkwesf.

Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the U S.
War Department.
in the beautiful Peeoi
Vklley. 3,700 feet above sea level,
unsblne every day. Ones air
work throughout the entire session.
Conditions for physical
and mental development are
IDEAL Buch as eannot be found
elsewhere in America. Fourteen officers and instructors, all
graduates from standard EastTen buildings,
ern colleges.
modern In every respect.

BLocated

1

I

Regents

:

JOHN W. POI, Secretary.
W. A. FINLAY.
e Fr particulars and illustrated cats- gne, address,
COL.

JAS. W. WILLSON, Supt.

ROUND TRIP

SUMMER TOURIST RATES
.

.

. $16.35

18.15

Denver, . . . 21.10
Sa,tOLoadCity i 40.00

St. Paul.

.

.

51.85

St. Louis . . $47.35
Chicago. . . 51.85
Detroit . . . 62.85
Buffalo .

.

66.45

New York City

78.85

.

On Sale June 1st to September 30th.

Return Limit, October 31st, except from points
east of St. Louis or Chicago return limit will
be sixty days from date of sale.
For additional information call on or address

WM. M. SCOTT, T. F. & P. A.,
244 San Francisco St., Santa Fe, N. M.

FUNERAL DIRECTORS
.47.

Ly-di-

Giving Service

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

1

Day or Nifht Phone,
Next Door to PostoffIce.

the

power

Paper

if

ESTATE
(S

J.F. RHOADS

wanted to

COUPON

your

stationery

WW

(Fac-Simi- le

Paper

that

MULLIGAN & RISING,
License Numbers,

cur-al'l-

IF YOU BUSINESS MEN

TO
Pueblo

gov-pens- e.

d

Denver & Rio Grande R.R.

Col'do Springs

N'

j

reac"-tionar- y

E. A. CAHOOM, President.
J. E. RHEA,
J. P. WHITE. Treasurer.

j

POWER

j

I JO Main.

Paper
all that makes stationery
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COUPON BOND
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WHe.NI You CONSIDER THAT BELGIUM
BUSHELS OF OATS FROM A IV
GETS
4CR.S, UVHEN Wi CAN'T SET

INVITING

55

regi-lr.ent-

occurred shortly after

CHARLES A.
A

DINSMORE,

STUDY

OF NEW
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WHO
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AND FRANCE 13 AWAY AHEAD Or" US ON
8UILIMNG STREETS AND ROADS AND
KEEPS THEM ClCflN- -

SS THE REASON
WE THINK WE: 4Rl So

IS MAKING
CONDITIONS

!'

TIES IN AND ABOUT PORTALES.

p. rn.
A., who will
in preparation

j

1

or an even seven degrees beaverage for that day for the
years. The highest point registered yesterday was To degrees at
P. :3) p. in.

Saturday the humidity averaged 7S
per cent and Sunday it was 75 per
cent, for the day.
There was a precipitation of 0.11.
an inch Saturday and 0.0!) of an inch
Sunday, with more extensive showers
in the vicinity of the city on both
afternoons.
The low mark reached last night
v as 55
degrees and the low point re-- j
corded at the other stations was a3
fellows:
Bismarck. 50; Boise,
Arnarillo,
Cheyenne, 40; Dodge City, 00;
50; Grand Junction. 00; Helena. 01; Kansas City, 64;
Lander, 52; Los Angeles, 64 ; Modena,
Phoenix. 72: Portland, 70; Pueblo,
l,
j.'.s: Rapid City, 54; Roseburg, C6;
02; Sait Lake, 08: San Fran-- I
Cisco, 50; Spokane, OS; Tonopah, 5G;
w
;
uiiiemuca, &.
Forecast.
For Santa Fe and vicinity: I.ocat
thunder showers this afternoon and
t might or Tuesday.
For New Mexico: Local thunder
showers this afternoon and tonight or
Tuesday.
Conditions.
High barometer prevails over the
(central valleys and the plains region
this morning, with clear skies and
moderate temperatures, while from
jthe Rocky mountains westward to the
Pacific the barometer is relatively
h v and much cloudiness is reported.
Showers have occurred in New MexColorado,
ico, Arizona and southern
mid temperatures are high over th
extreme northwest and the north
continue favor-I'bi- e
Pacific. Conditions
for local thunder storms in this
section over Tuesday.

5

4nd germany for year.?. h4s had
Government ownership of ril- -

year average for .Inly 19th, ami
the mean temperature was ti

Sunday
degrees
lt w the
past II
'

2

POSSIBILI-

Lieut. Hump, V. S.
illy f'has. A. Dinsmore.)
One of the cleanest business propocoach the rille team
for the national shoot at Camp Perry, sitions in the southwest today is to
Ohio, stated, today that target prac- secure land and establish a home
tice would start this afternoon, as the cither at Portales, X. M., or in the
ranee has been, led up now. It had country immediately adjacent. The
Veen visited by vandals since it was city is the business headquarters of
last used and considerable work was Koosevelt county, and has about 1500
necessary to get it in shape again. r,p0ple. The country adjacent is "on
Already 40 men with more or less of'lll(! plains," level, almost every foot
a reputation as marksmen have vol-- ,.riKllt,jPi At from 10 to 35 feet there,
nnteered to go into the ritie practice (. Biifflcient water to irrigate every
lor the Xew Mexico team which will frot 0f this fertile soil. The climate
consist of 12 men.
is ideal, healthful. The Santa Pe railThursday the St. Louis Motion Pic-- v,ay traverses the district, giving

II

BY CONDO.

WHAT'S THE REASON?"

BUSY DAYS AT
ROOSEVELT COUNTY
MILITIA CAMP
AT LAS VEGAS
Las Vegas, X. M., July 2t. A
parade which brought out in
their bent toga every man in camp
"as the feature of the (lay Sunday mi-at
Camp McDonald where the state
litia are enjoying their biennial teh
clays' encampment. Hundreds of spectators witnessed the maneuvers which

Ft

AND,LON& BCFORC IT CCCUK?l?ej TO U3,
GREAT BRITAIN) ENJOYE.X THC PARCEL

Ros-wel-

POST

j
i

j

e

The soil is rich, a
company, which has been work- client service.
iug in Albuquerque for the past
loam, from 10 to 25 feet deep,
eral months, will come to Las Vegas T)lpre s n0 uuali. The man who goes
vtth a company of actors and stage
that section to "see" is not taken
ISjEii
a senario that it has prepared. Thejoff jn(0 a corner and told about it: he
militia will take part in this picture, js hustled into an automobile and esthe taking of which no doubt will be ccirted about the country, to the homes
witnessed by a large number of Las of the people, where he gets his infor
;
and when he
mation at
Vegas people.
:i
The average amount of the general gets back to the hotel and thinks it
necessaries of life consumed each day ever he says to himself: "They didn't
at the camp reaches approximately tf 11 me a thing about what they can do
Meat, 600 or will do but they showed me that
the following figures:
rounds; bread, 400 loaves; bacon, 400 tney were doing it."
rounds; dried fruit, 150 pounds; ice,
One may be pardoned for disgress-infavorable kind as to her ability, for
"Mrs. Winn sang last night very
lowed in his footsteps and there are MISS CONCANNON
1000 pounds.
occasionally in writing of a new
and Rus- wonderfully Donald's "Little Winding
Italian
successGerman,
the
has
been
hundreds
greatest
equally
at
the
is
who
Captain Seligman,
country. One of the greatest minds of
ADA WINN sian musicians were there in force, Road" and "The Years at the Spring."
AND
head of the commissary department, Washington! time said that the west ful. Humble started irrigation In the
She has a beautiful voice; a voice that
t
till
will
not
country-istop
Portales
men
not to speak of the enthusiastic
stated this morning that all the
the far west would make this Unithas been perfectly trained and that
is
land
fertile
of
producexperienced musical critic, speak- urican admirers. She had a most
were receiving ample supplies and ed States great; that the far west was 200,000 acres
used with such perfect taste and so
is
ing of Miss C'oncannon, who is to ap- wonderful ovation and the critics all
that the 'provisions are the best ob- the bone and sinew of the world, be- ing in great abundance.
an understanding of the mupear in concert at the Scottish Rite admitted at least that America had thorough it becomes a delight.
tainable. The order that was sent to a cause out there the people were dethat
The president of the I'uiled States Cathedral, July 25, says:
one great talent. By people of au- sic
local firm for supplies included the pendent only on personal resources
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
"I have read in The Star that Miss thority she was spoken of as 'the comstarts the mafollowing articles: Bacon, flour,
and ability, and that thus they forged pi esses a button and
canned ahead, where in other sections there chinery of an exposition, when the fli rt rude Concannon is giving a re- ing Carreno,' and I think the whole
beans, rice, hominy,
OrDE VARGAS.
have been proud
tomatoes, evaporated apples, coffee, would be failure. This is demonstrat- news bureaus of the country tile mes- cital there with the Symphony to of Kansas City would event.
does
What she
It
heart
chestra.
C. lleisbaeh, Elevenworth, Kan.
but
the
my
the
had it witnessed the
good
fact
vinesages
proclaiming
vistea, salt, lard, evaporated milk,
ed in many places the writer has
that Kansas City appreciates her needs is to stay in Europe and tour
John Venable, Albuquerque.
days with
delightful
Two cool
gar, baking powder, onions, evapor- ited, hut nowhere bo vividly as in the result attained by the president's
worth. Laying aside the tact for the next two years, which AmerJ. C. Duncan, St. Joseph, Mo.
and
Sunday,
showers
Saturday
ated peaches, potatoes, pickles, pep- Porlales country, where but a fewit'on is that of u pigmv in a land of' true
that she is a line lady and character, ica seems to require of anyone before gentle fm- to nrove Santa Fe's claims
Miss Era Council, Alamosa. Colo.
achievewith
as
and
compared
a
giants
i,t
lemon
syrup
was
but
extract,
per, butter,
nothing
years ago there
heard willing to show proper recognition;
II. Cornell, Alamosa, Colo.
she is also a fine musician.
E.
most
where
in
the
the
ments
Portales
of
valley,
linnnr
esnossossing
order
ti,u
prunes. This is the generel
cattle range that was held in little
in her Berlin concert last year but by that time she would have all
her
Horace
Harper, Artesia.
of
earth
on
hundreds
farmers
of
the
compress
summer climate
and out of this list each day the
teem a "plains' country where rain nny
with the Philharmonic Orchestra, and the American touring she could do." delightful
A. Mennett, Las Vegas.
mean temperature wan
the
Saturday
missary officer of each company fell but seldom and where the grasses a button. In the first place machinery
Mr. Kelly, Denver.
Of Madame Ada Pierce Winn, the
the
moved to show advance in construc- the kind of a crowd she drew led us
makes out a requisition for the sup- withered ere maturity; a land of tre;.i degrees, just five degrees under
at once to form conclusions of a most Albuquerque Herald says:
A. W. Bikker, Albuquerque.
oh
is
forth
water
dishere,
poured
men.
tion;
his
for
he
needs
and
mendous difficulties
greater
plies that
Edgar D. Farney, Prescott, Ariz.
fertile land to make productive the
In addition to this food each com- tances: a land once the home of InA. V. Scrutton, London, Eng.
is
world
end
in
the
sown
the
seed
and
V. J. Kelley, San Diego, Calif.
pany is allowed a certain amount of dians and buffalo, and ofwhich the
ac-(
BLACK
SCARE-CROW- S
FIELD GLASSES,
no attention. sfrved. This is more than mere
deemed worthy
OF
A
WITH
OF
PAIR
AND
SIX
Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Barth, Albumoney with which it may purchase
!
it is a
Biicli luxuries of life as are decided It was outside the pale of agricultural complishmenl
querque .
reneficience.
Mrs. Nancy Beswick, Albuquerque,
upon. For instance, yesterday one of rnd home possibilities.
BECAME THE GREATEST OF
In the town of Portales is located
But people must have homes the
BART, THE
('has. M. Barth, St. John, Ariz.
the companies that is composed of a
N. Olson, Los Angeles.
r.umber of men from the southern American is not satisfied with less the dargest of the world's elctrieal
G. H. Van Stone, Kstancia.
states and who have a greht appetite than that and gradually the west- I 'ants devoted entirely to irrigation
BANDITS!
11. .1. Mendenhall, Artesia.
for such food as is popular there, ward movement straggled a bit south, a plant costing $:i50,0d0 and serving
L. V. Shupp, Las Vegas.
decided to have watermelon for to- and soon a few settlers dropped 10. not) acres of land, with capacity for
acciAn
Milton and Sonora.
K. K. Allan. Kansas City, Mo.
They .woo more a plant that which none By Brain, Rather than Brawn, This late in 1S77, of the first of the most tween
water- rnchor in the Portales district
a
had
gun.
the
day's rations. Consequently
that
boy
too,
dent,
hold-upModern Dick Turpin Succeeded in 'daring series of
V. P. Knott, Denver.
superior a central distributing
melons were provided out of the fund thought they could "dry farm." Some-off. A
the
dropped
Sonora
boy
Near
Neil B. Field, Albuquerque.
Stripping Stage Coaches and Their in the whole history of the "wild
plant under which hundreds of farm
that is supplied for that purpose. The times they would get a crop always,
few minutes later "Black Bart" cried
W. F. Bell, Denver.
Passengers and When They Found west."
United States government allows 25 I am told, with milo maize and such ers irrigate their broad acres, and
"Hands tip!"
a Laundry Mark, He
sucGeo. D. Goper, Philadelphia.
Him,
in a short time will serve thouof
Through
which
in
the
like
way
but
nothing
the
but
rations
each
man's
for
cents
I write
"Where is the fellow with the gun,"
advisedly
Was Just a Quiet "Miner," Living in
Vv. S. King, New York City.
in
fact
a
in
which
and
sands
cessful
accomplishalplant
farming;
general
men at Camp McDonald are being
for express detectives and postoffice he asked McConnell. The driver ex
a 'Frisco Boarding House!
MONTEZUMA.
off
lowed 30 cents as a result of a fund the dry farmer without some stock ment serves the world a lesson In
started
as
"Black
discovered
Bart"
plained
clews,
inspectors, seeking
P. II. Knowlton, Denver.
Here
But it was economics and in possibilities.
exin
the
that has Veen added to the regular finally gave up and quit. was
the
the
in
his
$4400
with
gold
booty
chaparral
('. E. Lewis, Las Vegas.
a very is the genii of modern farms: the crux By FRANK PARKER STOCK BRIDGE. that the figures
rmount by the state. With this each frund presently that, there
who were ordered not to snoot press and mail sacks, $550 in coin
F. VV. Fisher. Albuquerque.
semi-arisouthwest, (Copywright, 1913, by the Newspaper "boys'
n. an is assured of the best of food shallow water stratum it probably of success in the
were just sticks draped with jute from the passengers.
W. P. Metcalp, Albuquerque.
Enterprise Association).
r
miles of power wires
and thus far there has been no dis- is a large underground river and the Seventy-fouBut accident again the boy came
A mail stage, lumbering down the bagging and topped with slouch hats.
Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Walton, Albuout.
from
windmills
in
then
direction
stretch
every
wells;'
position on the part of any of the people dug
though, in back!
Perfectly good bandits,
toward Sacramento.
Sierras
querque.
someone
then
and
central
having atl,is
plant, connecting pumps
and
lien to object in any way to the vic- came in;
McConnell grabbed the,, rifle
A figure by the
roadside peaked 'the mountain twilight!
Virginia Hendren, Belen.
large ground tank for holding water v hich bring forth the one essential to hat like a circus clown's, linen duster,
tuals served them.
is a fired Tour shots at the retreating banare
"All
criminals
cowards''
Susie Moore, Arnarillo, Tex.
water. The
filled it and irrigated a garden. Then prosperity
everywhere,
beG. W. Riffey, Denver.
jute bagging wrapped about his legs
police maxim. Rare Is the thief who dit. Next day detectives found,
Humble
&
W.
W.
Power
named
Portales
a
company
farmer
Irrigation
luff
It will not pay you to waste your
dares to rob alone rarer yet one who side a camp fire, a
D. D. Draper, Albuquerque.
looming tall in the twilight,
time writing out your legal forms bought, a No. 4 pump and small gaso- has made possible the successful
and only cowards go
and on the cuff were laundry marks!
W. J. Stehle, Albuquerque,
in the chaparral half a dozen robs unarmed
Back
well
at
of
where
his
the
the "desert,"
farming
when you can get thera already print- line engine, installed these
i"'med. But there was a thief who
slouch-hatteP. Miller, Philadelphia.
W.
clew.
was
first
real
Here
the
They
other
figures
ed at the New Mexican Printing end began real Irrigation. He was- lands are rich and where water Is crouching.
robbed alonewhose only weapon was jpearched the laundries of every Call- W. A. Cameron, El Paso.
fol- available always
in the
one
who
but
has
where
successful.
Every
Company.
Pair of field glasses!
E. E. Jackson, Aztec, N. M.
"Hands up!"
jfornia city, and so, at last, they
clays gone by people looked and sadT. C. Shelhart, Albuquerque.
in
the next found "Black Bart the PoS." A quiet,
times
Twenty-threThe driver throws his weight on the
dened over the barrenness.
H. E. St. Clair, Perry, Okla.
brakes, heaves his horses to their six years, "Black Bart" .lined up his inoffensive man, E. C. Bolton, living
Wm. Elliott. Ft. Sumner.
AT UNIUERSITV. BUT The traveler through the southwest
A
WEE BOV
ol'ttimes meets wonderful people, and
LA SELLE HOTEL.
LOUES GAY DRUM AND GOOD GUN.
Frank R. Fulcher, Dolores, Colo.
always a brave; and sometimes the
wonders that greet his eyes and reach
E. Park, Stanley.
his
sensibilities nigh strikes hinl
Mrs. W. S. Brown, Las Vegas.
chimb but there is no more wonderMr. T. M. Wallace, Las Vegas.
ful thing than this very agricultural
Geo. C. Shumaker, Alamosa.
Win. Darnling, Omaha, Nebr.
achievement
which is everywhere
Mellie E. Perkins, Velarde.
It is edu ation and delight.
tiow.
J. E. Praner and wife, Raton.
Portales has approximately 200,00"
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Brown, Denver.
acres of irrigable land, a rich alluvial
soil capable of extensive cultivation
TUITION FEES.
niid producing
in
large quantity.
New Mexico.
Farmers began to farm early. AVells
One hour, dictation, for speed In
were made, pumping plants installed,
shorthand, (viva voce) $1.25.
ri'd profit and success resulted. But
One hour, dictation,
any system,
tl e cost, annoyance, and loss of time
$1.00.
(phonograph)
in these individual
pumping plants
Five hours, dictation, for speed In
was very onerous, and sometimes
shorthand, one hour dally, (phonowasted all the profits; but there was
graph) $4.00.
no better method
it was the custom
per
Teaching, any one subject,
One day a Socialist leceverywhere.
hour
$1.25.
turer stopped off at Portales and made
Machine practice, or private letter
a speech. He has visited some of the
writing, any make, per hour $0.25.
He
farms, and saw their troubles.
Per week, five hours daily, five days
'scid that some day the people would
week tuition $6.00.
get together and would build a great
Per month, five hours dally, Ave
e'ectrlc plant where power would be
clays week, tuition $20.00.
generated and distributed at low cost,
Life scholarship for shorthand, type
thus eliminating all bother, worry and
"DON'T SHOOT, BOYS,
writing, spelling $100.00.
to
each
individual
great expense
Life scholarship for above, and any
'
that such a plant would pay because 'haunches and obeys. The gaunt, man dummy "boys in the chaparral in the
and all commercial subjects, or ten of
the
to
on
the
first
roadside
mountains,
the
i
Oregon
Siskiyou
ii
by
speaks
r,r,cuii,i
i,o
hp tha
the subjects named: Bookkeeping,
trail, back in his earlier haunts in the
o!g''0Up in the Chaparral:
hanria nf evnerta nnH v,iH, V,t 1ha
banking,
arithmetic,
advertising,
ite
Sierras
pol
Always scrupulously
"Don't shoot, boys, unless someone
thinur irrliration
in view
These re.
ctedit, science, civil service, commerto the ladies, not once offering v iomarks were listened to by Mayor jlres first."
cial law, English, Spanish, elocution,
lence, always leaving his "card," a iij an unpretentious San Francisco
Molinari and he began action. It ' Then, to the driver:
insurance, normal, rublic speaking,
A "mining man"
house.
Bart
of
"Black
boarding
doggerel
signed
scrap
box
and
the
Out
mail,
"Throw
took vears lime mnncv onurov hut
system,
salesmanship,
penmanship,
PoS."
so
he
absences.
his
the
jthe
line
and
explained
frequent
up
passengers."
the plant is here, doing more than the
voice culture $250.00.
confesIdentified
him
"Black
he
as
His express robberies netted
Bart,"
Socialist deemed possible, and its reTHE
sed the last robbery, but denied he
sults are more
SANTA FE BUSINGS COLLEGE '
than he Down tumbles the hnv" the 'VX'ells lens of thousands nobody knows others.
goi mora me maim,
dreamed, too for it is educating the Fargo treasure chest and the regis- wuai
But when Bolton went to San Quen-tiworld This nlant )R In it Infanev Itered mail nouches. The nasseng"r:i Rewards for his capture were un
more
Here was a bandi
"Black Bait, the ToS," ceased to
it is an entire success. Today the cost (scramble out. The bandit apologizes claimed.
Mamma says CONTAIN NO OPIATES
Once rob!
...
.,. Inrnfnselv Bnlieitnus especially" lest cunning than the thief-takef
,i.!
Its safe
only was a driver able to describe bin.
Born at Decanter, Illinois, he had
per acre per year if the maximum of jthe ladies may he alarmed.
EDWARD R. HARDY, JR.
American about 50 years old, served with
"Drive on," he orders their money -ain the civil war.
three feet of water is used, which it
gallantry
rieenone.
..
-uiu win
- I.,- i.
stiiv hair, thin face
j,...- i, ctnn'with
1,1
Edward R. Hardy, Jr., is only five and hands are tanned, and he doesn't never s. When larue nnmhoro
f
P"lnco.
His mates in the 160th Illinois regibend- And-le ad(ls set eyes, prominent teeth and digni- ment knew him as "Whistling Char
years old, but he can Bpeak English, care if he gets his clothes dirty and users are on the lines the cost win;n" yu Pass tlle
indicated
His
"if'fied
bearing.
language
as
reins.
the driver gathers the
crumpled one bit.
te less than half this
French, Italian and German!
ley.'' A teetotaler, well educated, a
u held you up, here s education and good breeding.
Just now Edward R. Hardy, Jr., is down to $2 per acre per year. Alfalfa ;anyone aBKS
He is a student the youngest ever
good "mixer," an entertaining story
Caution and courage
pari!'"
go hand in teller able to earn more than a good
which seems the ideal crop for the
et. rolled in the New York Univer- going to University heights five days
a week. He commences his day at- southwest, though opinion is that it He slips a bit of paper into the hand and "Black Bart" was caution living in honest work, the motives
sity!
The heavy Concord personified. With his field glass he
When he grows up, he is to be the tending a lecture by a noted professor soon may be one of the lesser produc- drivers hand.
that drove him to robbery are still his
hillthe stage for hours no own
rector of the great Trinity church of of the New York University on School tions because others are more profit- coach rattles and creaks down the into would watch
mystery. No other crimes were
in
a
side
mountainous
as
the
country
gaunt figure plunges
difficulty
Gardening!
ever traced to him and after six years
Tew York!
able yields an average of one ton
none
of
his
on
until
treasure
certain
chest
the
passengers at San Quentin
To make his lessons very practical, per cutting,- and it is cut at least four, the chaparral,
he spent the
How's that for a program for a little
shoulder, mail pouch dragging behind were armed. Then the quick ambush, rest of his life inexpired
bis father has allowed him to hare a t'mes a year. With the cost of
various
occupations
boy?
irriga- him.
the rifted "box," and the disappear- on
the Pacific coast.
But just now Edward is a whole lot garden on the roof of his home in tion at even $G per acre and the cost
bend
until
the
without
ance
a
trace
Around
and
driver
the
passenalways
more Interested In boy fun than In New York City.
cf production about $4 per ton It Is
Many romances have been woven
gers scan the bandit's "card," Only a last time.
of
anything else. He loves his brightly By the way, this clever little chap's easy to see the profit in alfalfa, sell- bit of doggerel verse, written in a
Accident catches more crooks than around the name and exploits
"Black Bart." He was, perhaps, the
painted drum, and his gun is a regu- father is Prof. Hardy, of the New ing at from $S to $1fi per ton. But, firm, cultivated hand,, properly spel- all the detectives!
York University.
And his mother is cne can fatten 13 hogs on an acre of
lar companion of his.
On November 3. 1883, it was acci- most romantic figure in the history of
led and punctuated.
And signed
He Is strong and healthy and happy! Dr. Sarah Downe Belcher Hardy, who clfalfa can add 100 pounds to a hog
Po8.
the
dent
"Black Bart,
that a boy of the neighborhood western crime a "story book crimiIn the summer time, when he spends has been a practicing physician.
It's
rode on the box with McConnell, nal" in real life.
much of the day outdoors, his facejr.o wonder Edward is smart, is It?
Yet he couldn't get away with it! CAPITAL PHARMACY,
(Continued on page eight).
That was the scene and the action driver of the Yosemite mail stage, be
-
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

FCUR

PILLS
CHICHESTER SI1UANK.

NEWS
OLD-FASHION-

SLUGGING MAKES SAINTS DAN-

ED

GEROUS IN BIG MINOR LEAGUE.

it.
National League.
Won Lost Pet.
26

.6S7

32
39

.595
.330

44
37

41

.518

42

34
33

52
54

.468
.439
.395
.379

57
47

Philadelphia
Pittsburg

44

Chicago
Brooklyn
Boston
St. Louis

46

Cincinnati
American
Club

Philadelphia

.

League.
Won Lost
62

Cleveland

52

Washington

50
50

Chicago
Boston

3S
43
43

37
37

St. IJuis
Xew York

Pet.
.705
.584
.568

26
37

42

Detroit

. 53S
.494
.394
.394

57
57
57

2S

.329

American Association.
Club
Won Lost
38
59
Milwaukee
41
53
Ixmisville
51
42
Columbus
50
44
Minneapolis
46
50
Kansas City
41
54
Toledo
41
55
St. Paul
34
57
Indianapolis
Western League.
Club
Won

Pet.
.008
,5(i4

.549
.532
.479
.432

.427
.374

Pet.

Lost-Denve-

Des Moines
Lincoln
Omaha
St. Joseph
Topeka
Sioux City
Wichita

rw. m

'.am

Standing of the Clubs.
Club
New York

60
50
47
46
44

37
37
36

'

29

.674

39
42

.562
.528

45

.505
.494

45
49
52
56

.430
.416
.

391

Where They Play Today
National League.
at Boston.
Pitsburg at Brooklyn.
St. Louis at New York.
Cincinnati at Philadelphia.

I.adlcal Ank your ItrurelAl for J
ni.piietir'S wiumonti urand
f 'tils in Kt d ami uoia metallic'
soaletl with Illue Ribbon.
rabfi nu olhcp. Hit of vnur -

UrugKM' Abk for II
DIAMOND HRAM

I'l

American League.

Washington at St. Louis.
New York at Detroit.
Boston at Cleveland.

WESTERN AMATEUR GOLF
TOURNEY OPENS AT CHICAGO
Chicago, 111., July 21. A brisk wind
offset other ideal conditions at the
opening of the Western Amateur Golf
tournament at Homewood today and
made scores among the first
of the cards so high that it seemed
probable 85 would be a qualifying
score in the elimination round. Paul
Hunter, Midlothian, and Warren K.
Wood, Homewood, old rivals, led for
honors among the 46 early cards with
77 each.
Each made the first nine in
37 and the remaining half in 40. John
,
Simpson, Galesburg, and S. B. Doug-lifWheaton, were next with 79 each.
.Mason Phelps made a pretty 77 and
tifl with Hunter and AVood for the
leadership when about, half the cards
h1 been turned in. He outplayed
Evans by one
Clumpion "Chick"
stroke, the latter taking a two on the
eij. hteenth green.
one-thir-

LIGHTWEIGHT BOUT AT
ALBUQUERQUE POSTPONED
21.
Director
Albuquerque,
July
Mark Levy, of the New Mexico A. C,
announced that the
yesterday
battle between Manuel Stern
and Jack Torres, local lightweights
would be staged at the club's gym next
Monday instead of Thursday night, as
at first proposed. The postponment
was agreed on by the promoter to per
mit the boys to get into the best pos
ible shape for the contest, which is
o be for the local lightweight cham
pionship.

d

vni

past and

niiNDPF

MAY MEET, SEPTEMBER

9th.

Los Angeles,
July 21. The ilocal
i'loxing situation seems to be clearing
somewhat, as word was received from
Tom Jones, manager of Ad Wolgast,
last night, which practically assures
bat-jtlliUcCarey, of the Wolgast-Dunde- e
on September 9th. Jones has boen
holding out for the same terms for
the Admission day date as had been
it'.greeu upon iui uieir pievtuus inaii.ii
called off because of injury to the
"Dutchman's" hand.
WALTER JOHNSON HAS
NARROW ESCAPE FROM
BEING DROWNED.

American Association.
Columbus at St. Paul.
Toledo at Milwaukee.
Louisville at Minneapolis.
Indianapolis at. Kansas City.

LEFT TO RIGHT:

i"

'
in

ii

iMiiiitiiiiii'

' 'DIXIE" WALKER,

iiiWii"'r

SCOTT, REHG,

FRIEL

(MGR.), MILLER.

of sensational hurling, while Rleger
and the veteran Laroy have pitched
some good games.
But the one, big reason for the
Saints occupying third place in one
of the hottest races ever staged in the
A. A. has, been the terrific hitting of
the outfieid and the clever defensive
playing of the infield.
Game after game have the Saints
Two and
apparently been defeated.
three pitchers have been driven from

the mound by their opponents when a
vicious rally by Hinchman, Hemphill
and Rehg, Ruggert, Autrey, Scott and
James and the team would score
enough to win.
The sensation of the Saints is
Scott, who has shown wonderful form all year. Scott belongs to
the Boston American league club and
is with the Saints for seasoning. He
will probably be returned to Boston
this fall.

tournament and local players are practicing daily in anticipation of landing
a prize. The schedule of handicaps,
etc., is now being arranged, and will
before the opening
be published
Billiard
Tonight at the Montezuma
Parlors Marcus Catton, the champion, game.
The game tonight will be called at
will cross cues with Edward C. Burke 8 p. m. sharp. Reserved seats have
cf Santa Fe, and the champion is out been arranged for, and no admission
for blood. It will be the last ex- will be charged. Everybody welcome.
hibition match for sometime, as the
tig billiard and pool tournament will THE MINORS SHORT OF STARS.
start August 1st at the Montezuma
St. Louis, July 21. Scout Bob
rooms.
of the CardinalB brings back the
The match tonight will be 400 same information as Dick Kinsella,
and Page B. Otero that minor
roints, straight-rail- ,
leaguers are a bad lot this
the old time wizard of the cue will act year and the majors will not get
ai referee. After the match game much talent home after a tour of
Champion Catton will give an exhibi- twenty leagues and will hike out again
tion in fancy, trick and masse shots in the near future.
for the benefit of his many students.
Watching the Browns and Yanks
Over 25 local players have enrolled as battle Connery remarkd: "I covered
contestants in the billiard and pool twenty leagues looking for pitchers

and outfielders and do you know that
I saw but one outfielder of promise.
"And the sad part of it is that this
outfielder has been up in the big
league twice before and now is owned by a major club and I couldn't
get him. The outfielders are long on
hitting the ball over the fence, but
you know the parks are small. When
it comes to high class fielding, base
running and throwing 1 didn't see anybody I liked.
"This Xeibaus ought to be a good
boy."

Terrific hitting by Hemphill, Hinch-man- ,
Rehg, and Riggart and the airtight defense of the snappy infield has
kept the St. Paul team of the American Association fighting for a place
at the top of the race in the big
powerful minor league.
The pitching staff isn't very good,
the old
although 'Dixie" Walker,
Washington heaver, has shown flashes

CATTON AND BURKE
T
WILL PLAY
TO-NIGH-

Con-ner-

PELKEY, WORLD'S CHAMPION,
CERTAINLY HAS SOME REACH!

y

New York, N. Y., July 21. Improvement in sentiment, arising largely
from betterment in the foreign monetary situation, was again a factor today. London bought five thousand to
ten thousand shares, principally steel,
Union Pacific, and local traders helped
the movement by moderately large
purchases of these and other leaders,
including Reading and Can.
According to gossip, a bull pool of
formidable proportions has been organized in steel. Early gains of 1 to
2 points embraced over a score of acissues, includtive and
ing some specialties long dormant.
Wells Fargo Express was an exception to the general trend, falling eleven points to par.
Bonds were firm.
Satisfaction of the demand for stock
semi-activ-

6

Pittsburgh

Appell's
South
African
Water
Bag

e

1.1
PffJTflAfWCASa

v

WATTDDAC

f.t.

i

as,

mau.mmi

efficient
Guaranteed 100
take no substitute
Will positively keep watercool
for 48 hours in the (hade or
un. Constructed on a simple
scientific principle. Will withstand the severest kind of field
use. is a boon to the stockman, surveyor, miner, farmer,
prospector and traveler. Is
used by the U. S. Gov't. Is
durable light sanitary and
convenient to carry.

through the afternoon threw the marGains,
ket into extreme dullness.
however, were well held, with the rise
in investment shares imparting a
healthier tone to speculation.
The market was roused out of its
torpor in the late afternoon, the list
attaining a higher level under lead
of Union Pacific. That stock's further
gain resulting from the publication of
disthe annual statement for 1912-13- ,
closing an estimated surplus of over
thirteen per cent.
The market closed strong. The final
hour was again marked by a degree

FOR SALE BY ALL
DEALERS EVERYWHERE
Made by

Adam Appell Water Bag Co.
Portland, Oregon

of dullness and although prices shaded a trifle in the more active issues, SWISS GUARDS AT
VATICAN IN ROME MUTINY.
gains were well maintained.
21. The
mutinous
July
Rome,
"DIDN'T KNOW IT WAS LOADED" Swiss guardsmen at the Vatican toAGAIN RESULTS IN DEATH. day presented to Cardinal Merry del
al, papal secretary of state, a memorial
N.
21.
Leonard
relating their grievances and
M.,
Laguna,
July.
. -- . I
TJ
i .
the conditions on which they are disj
jea.a, R.
Broad- - posed to remain in the service.
son of Rev. and Mrs. C.
Cardinal Merry del Val, afterward
head, was shot and instantly killed
Sunday morning at 7 o'clock, by the conferred for a long time with the
to find a satisre- - pope in an endeavor
(accidental discharge of a
voiver, wnicn lie ana several piay- - factory solution of the incident.
nates were examining, not Knowing The Swiss guard at the Vatican has
that the weanon was loaded. The1 existed since 1505 when it was formed
tragedy prostrated the parents of the! by Pope Julius II. The men are reerutted from the Swiss cantons of
boy.
Zurich and Lucerne and they enlist
for a term of five years. They must
LUNCH ROOM PROPRIETOR
KILLED AND ROBBED be at least six feet in height and all
ci them belong to families in which
Tama, Iowa, July 21. George Tay- it has become a hereditary custom to
lor, proprietor of a lunch room here, serve at the Vatican.
was shot and killed by an unknown
person last night. Robbery is thought PRESIDES OVER SENATE
Several
to have been the motive.
ONLY HALF SHAVED.
hundred dollars which Taylor carried
Washington, D. C., July 21. Senator
were missing.
Clarke, president pro tem of the senate, faced that august body today with
half a shave.
GOVERNOR FIELDER
FILES NOMINATING PETITION
Marshall was out of
town and as the bells were tingling
Senator
Trenton, X. J., July 21. Governor the calls for assembly,
Fielder today filed with the secretary Clarke, stretched out in a chair in
of state nominating petitions placing the barber shop, was warned by pages
himself before the people at their
about in squads that the senSeptember primaries as a candidate ate was without a presiding officer.
for the Democratic nomination for The sana'tor
hurriedly wiped the lather
governor.
from his face and bolted for the chamber. The Republican side saw hltfl
STANDARD OIL PAYS TEXAS
clean shaven; the Democrats viewed
HALF MILLION IN PENALTIES a
day's whiskers.

"'u.
.1

.

.

..

J

Chicago,
July 21. Five persons
in Lake Michigan
drowned
a'ong the shore near Chicago today.
A heavy northeast wind piled up a
surf that created an underflow unfamiliar to lake bathers.
Five members of the Washington
National League.
Americans narrowly escaped drowning in the heavy surf. Walter JohnAt Philadelphia-Cincin- nati
son, Ainsmith, Henry and Laporte
1 5 0 were
caught in the underflow and
3 9 1 got back to land only after a hard
Philadelphia .
The
Greenville, Texas, July 21.
Suggs, Brown and Kling; Seaton and struggle. Gedeon was dashed against
He was taken Texas $102,000,000 penalty suit was
a pier and stunned.
Killifer.
'
from the water unconscious.
unexpectedly settled this afternoon
At Boston
when the Standard Oil Company, of
6 10 2 OMAHA TEAM MANAGER
New York, one of the defendants, paid
Chicago
2 8 0
Boston
GOES TO LOS ANGELES. $500,000.00 in penalties in the Eighth
Overall and Needham; Rudolph and
;!,: ;
Omaha, Neb., July 21. President W. District court.
Rariden.
A. Rourke, of the Omaha Western
FORT WORTH BOXER
league baseball club, today announcKNOCKED OUT REDMOND.
At New York
ed the release of Charles Arbogast,
0
4 5
St. Joseph, Mo., July 21. Bobby
St. Louis
who has been manager of the Omaha
8 9 3 team
New York
for the last two seasons. Rourke Waugh, of Fort Worth, won from
Harmon, Burk, Geyer, Doak and will manage the team himself. Arbo- Jack Redmond, of Milwaukee, here, in
Wingo, Hartley; Wiltse, Crandall and gast goes to the Los Angeles team of the tenth round of a scheduled fifteen-roun- d
if
bout. The Milwaukee boxer's
Meyers.
the Pacific coast league. Pitcher Luke
Glavenech has been released to New seconds threw a towel into the ring
At Brooklyn
to prevent a knockout.
Orleans.
wtere

Today's Games.

'

9

I.I.N, for U5
years known as liest. Safest, Always Kelianlc
SOLD BV fiRllf.filSTS EVERYWHERE

e

Chicago

xmi

WALL STREET.

yy

BASEBALL

JULY 21, 1913.

MONDAY,

STUDENT
WILL PREACH AMITY
Chicago, 111., July 21. George
a student from Kofu, Japan, who
was graduated from the University of
Chicago last month and whose oration,' "The mastery of the Pacific" won
the Julius Rosenwald prize in oratory,
will be sent out by the World Peace
Foundation to deliver his oration in
eastern cities. Kaziu's oration dealt
with the Japanese question in California, and was an appeal for fairness
on both sides and the continuance of
His
peaceful relations with Japan.
tour will take him as far east as New
York and will last two months.
JAPANESE

Ka-zl-

8

13 15
Brooklyn
Hendrix, Robinson,
Cooper and
Simon. Coleman; Ragan, Allen and
Miller, Fisher.

HERE'S WHAT YOU'D HAVE TO BE LIKE

American League.

WOMAN

AT THE

BATHING

TO

BE

A

POLICE- -

BEACHES.

At Cleveland
1 5
Boston
6 10
Cleveland
Mosely. Hall and Thomas; Blanding
MINOR LEAGUE TEAMS USED
TO HEAD OFF OUTLAW TEAMS end O'Neill.

New York, July 21. Baseball circles here today were interested in reports that organized baseball was
planning to head off outlaw opposition by placing clubs of strong minor
leagues in cities where the field now
is exclusively held by either the National or American league, Brooklyn,
Pittsburg, Cincinnati, Detroit, Cleveland and Washington were the cities
where either International
named
League or American assoqiation teams
might be placed. No official of the organized game could be found today,
however, who would confirm these reports. The idea, as outlined, would
be to provide continuous baseball in
the cities mentioned, and thereby prevent any outlaw organization from getting patronage sufficient to give it a
strong foothold.

INDIANS PLAYING IN
WORLD SERIES SUITS.
New York, July 21. The baseball
fan frequently wonders what becomes
of the old uniforms, bats and gloves
that are discarded by big league clubs.
Much of the paraphernalia is used until so worn or damaged
as to be
of no further value, but every club
manager has on file applications for
out fittings no longer suitable for the
major circuits. Just at present the
Indian team of St. Mary's Mission
School at Omak, Wash., is proudly
playing in uniforms formerly worn
by the Athletics when they held the
tittle of the world"s champions.
Manager Connie Mack was appealed
to for some discarded suits early this
spring, and in answer to the request
forwarded not only
but
uniforms,
gloves, bats and balls as well. Pen
haps Connie reasoned that in the role
ST. JOSEPH TEAM MAKES
PURCHASE OF PLAYERS. of a baseball Santa Clans he would
have first call on any St. Mary' J playChlcaeo. July 21. President John er who threatened to develop into a
Holland, of the St. Joseph Western Bender or Meyers.
league baseball club, announced here THREE
NAPS USE THE
today a wholesale purchase of playFADEAWAY.
ers of the Erie team of the Interstate
July 21. Cy Falkenberg
league. Erie played its last game to- is Cleveland,
not the only Nap pitcher with a
day and the players will report to St.
ball in his twirling repertoire.
Catcher
Schang,
immediately.
Joseph
Both Vean
Kahler
brother of the Philadelphia star; Out- have been Gregg andforGeorge
weeks to ac
practicing
fielder Dawson, Infielder Gygil and
quire the ability to handle this style
Pitchers Sterzer, Bucher and Jenkins of
and are now mixing it
are the players. Schang is considered withdelivery,
their shoots.
Gregg has made
to have much of the quality his broth the
fadeaway a regular part of his
er has shown in the big league.
program by now, and Is perhaps the
only great southpaw in either big
league using it.
RED SOX WIN.
fade-awa-

He

Arthur Pelkey, world' heavyweight champion, has a real reach.
an average heavyweight look like a kid In comparison. The acmake
companying picture shows him holding off Tommy Burns, once heavyweight champion of the world.

The Red Sox continue to win over
everything they tackle. On Saturday
they downed the Star Browns by a
score of 21 to 7. Yesterday they tack
led the same team again and came
out winner by a 10 to 0 score. The big
league scouts should be put next to
this Red Sox bunch. They might find
something to strengthen up with.

O

I

BROOKLYN BUYS NEW
PITCHER FROM VANCOUVER
Xew York, July 21. Officers of the
Brooklyn baseball club today announc
ed the purchase of Pitcher Schmutz
from the Vancouver club of the North
western league. He will report in Sep
f
',
tember,

of Mr. Policeman Mary A. Boyd at South Side Beach, Chicago. Mayor Harrison Sent
Call for Money to Employ Ten Policewomen to "Stop That Fooling" at the City Beaches
a Hurry-u- p
end Mrs. Boyd I One of the Appointee
Special Snapshot

the Council
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JULY 21, 1913,

MONDAY,

SIXTH i

MOUNTAINAIR'S

UNITED

STATES

8

BANK

TRUST CO.

CHAUTAUQUA

Does a General Banking Business.

WILL

f

Your Patronage Solicited

3fc

LAlGtlLIN, President.

N. B.

J.

W. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier.

!

B. LAMY,

9.

MMIIIHIHI It;H
FOR SALECITY PROPERTY
Modern Brick Cottage, 2 blocks from Plaza,
Modern Frame Cottage, 6 blocks from Plaza,
Room Modern Adobe Cottage, 2 blocks from Capitol,
Room Modern Brick Cottage, 3 blocks from Plaza,
Room Modern Adobe House, (double) rents for $45,

5 Room

5 Room
6

6
10

Price 53,800
Price 2,500
Price 3,000
Price 4,800
Price 5,000

the Tesuque Valley

Ranches in the Espanola Valley
3 Large Grants in the State
j 2 Four Room Modern Brick Cottages
( j Fjve Room Modern Brkk
cottajte

10

POD

npvT

O. C. WATSON & CO.
(C. A. BISHOP)

INSURANCE

SURETY

BONDS-LO-

Phone, 189 J.
:
:
Santa Fe, New Mexico.

tunnniiniMM'iitii

Denver

COUNTY

TORRANCE

12 TO

21ST.--EXE-

ISSUES

TO OUR SUBSCRIBERS:
the Postal Tele- Telephone
N graph company If you do not get
your paper and one will be de- llvered to you at once.

CU-

At Less Than Cost

N

PRELIMI-

p

MRS. W. LINDHARDT

Attorney J. II. Crist is in Espanola
today on business.
125 Palace Ave?
Win. Elliott, of Fort Sumner, is in
The sixth amiunl assembly of the tl e city for a day or two.
.iouiitaiiintr CliiiutiuKiiia
association
V. 1'.
of Albuquerque, two grants and Mr, Walker is surveyMetcalf,
will be held August 12th to 21st int
Sunday in the Ancient City.
ing the ditches for an extensive irriclusive and the executive committee
Kred
V. Fisher,
of Albuquerque, gation system which will put about
Mcby State Senator Win. M.
was a Sunday visitor in Santa Fe.
lti.oiit) acres under cultivation.
Coy are already busy with the plans
Mrs. Kmil lh folder left today for
Theo, X. Espe left tins afternoon for
for the most successful meeting the ja trip to the southern part of the New York, to lie gone three or four
pssociution ever held.
weeks for the purpose of making purstate.
Neil B. Field of Albuquerque, who chases of fall and winter styles.
Among other publicity matter which
the association is sending out is the has been camping' on the I'eeos. was
Mrs. W. Undhart left on Saturday
in the city yesterday.
for Wisconsin, where she will visit
following preliminary announcement:
The ilountainair Chautauqua, is now
George 11. Van Stoii", manager of with her mother and relatives for
On her way
a state-widorganization and the peo- 'the Hughes Mercantile company of three or four weeks.
back she will slop in Chicago and
ple of New Mexico have made It what Eslaucia, is in the city.
of so much
it is. The discovery
Roger Fiske returned Saturday from make a purchase of her fall stock of
talent in the new Sunshine several weeks spent on the upper Rio millinery.
Attorney General F. W. Clancy re- Siate has been a pleasant surprise to Grande in Rio Arriba county.
turned
C.
P.
left
for
the
i
yesterday from Kl Paso where
has
McKay
accelerated develop-yesterday
t;.any and
Itf'.ent along the line of progressive Closson ranch on Cow Creek, where he spent three days in consultation
Willi Texas attorneys regarding the
thought as nothing else could have he will upend a couple of weeks.
Texas and
W. A. Cameron, traveling represen- boundary suit between
done.
The program this year is made upon Itative of the Santa Fe with head-- New Mexico. He states that the tak-- I
ing of testimony in this important
similar lines as that of the successful quarters at El Paso, is in the city.
"HI probably start in September.
Frank Eavan left today for Call- lone given last year, peculiarly fitting
Identi-whAddison Hall, prominently
loruia, where he will poin Mrs. I.avan,
tr. local conditions and environment.
has been there for several weeks. li(J(1 witl1 U"' operations of the Round
!a great deal of it is historic, some of
Miss Manette Myers, head of the de-- H'" Placer (.old Mining company near
ii literary and some of it inducive to
of Industrial education, re Barranca, left this morning for that
pnrtment
material progress and development,
turned Saturday night. from Silverl place. It is expected that the big
Irtermingled is sufficient, of the humpump will be started this week and
i.ous and entertaining to round it out City.
within a short time the company will
Captain Fred Kornoff of (he Mount- know whether
i. an attractive form and it is all edu-they have a mine or;
on
ed
an
left
Police,
Saturday
evening
cFtional.
not.
to
official
souili
of
the
the
part
trip
Although this is the sixth annual
W. (!. Turley, county surveyor for
meeting and many have already en-- i state.
Rio Arriba, is in the ciiv today and
Mrs. Harvey Oatman was operated will remain a few
joyed the attractions of climate, the
days, lie reports
luiutv of scenerv and the imtift from on for appendicitis at the sanitarium that work is being done on the Santa
is
and
afternoon
reported
association with the noble men and Saturday
road, in the canyon near Al- women who meet annually on Chan- ''"'"S well.
where the rocks which have
jcalde,
tuiqua park, there may yet be those!' 'lom Stewart of the forestry ser-- been so troublesome to aulomobilists
ho are not famility with the location vice, is in the city for a couple of
With the report
being removed.
cr prevailing conditions. For the in- - days from his headquarters on the jure
sent, in a few days since by William
formation of those we will sav Moun-- ! upper Pecos.
McKean of Taos, that the high spots
Mrs. Albert Clancy will not be at l,vmiH Alenldp li:irl been leveled il
Iniuair is located in Torrance county.
ntar the center of New Mexico, near home tomorrow, and hereafter, will appears that, the Taos route has been
!the eastern foothills of the Manzano be at home only on second and fourth much improved.
Trinidad C. de Baca, state gamewar- of the Tuesdays.
r.ounlains, on the Helen
F. P. Knott of Denver, an artist of den, returned Saturday evening from
A. T. & S. F. railroad,
ft is a
left this morning for Taos, an extended inspection of game and
in a new country.
Although we that city,
on the lookout for pictures of the lisli conditions in Mora and Colfax '
l ave several
good hotels, Chautauqua
southwest.
is here, as elsewhere with Chautau-l(,uCounty. He was especially interested
J. S. Freeman,
representing the in watching the intake of all irriga- people, largely a camping propo-- j
af-sition and there is probably no place Yeomen, has returned to Santa Fe I tion ditches to see whether or not
where, the attractions of camp life are ter an absence of several weeks spent they were screened so as to protect
the fish and keep them out of the
more appealing. We promise but few in Albuquerque.
,T.
B. Billard of Topeka,
Kas ar-- ! ditches. While be found many screens
cf the enervating luxuries but all of
an ex- installed, us a result of bis trip, he
the exhilarting comforts. At Chau-- ! rived here Saturday night for
practically all the intakes will
tauqua time the climate is ideal,
lard of this city.
he screened as rapidly us possible. He
Come, and bring your friends.
C'lius. Closson and family left to-- j
m(u. u,e trip in his uuto, traveling
jday for the Closson ranch on CowOVPr 6(M miles during his absence,
Creek, where they will remain for an! a note from Mrs. Wm. P. Brogan,
extended vacation.
()f San Antonio, Texas, contains the
'
Messrs. Gil. Blount, Tom Doran, following item of interest to Santa
Porter Jones and Hurt Clancy leftjFe: "Little .Miss Marv Carinel Bro- yesterday morning on a two days' gan and her sister, liabv Louise, entertained their juvenile friends at a
lishins trip on tlie Fecos.
V. II. joint birthday
C. H. Butler, brother of ,Mrs.
party Tuesday afterLloyd, came down from Espanola Sat-- ! noon, July 15, at the residence of their
He is now engaged in grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. W. j. Brourday night.
gan, 618 Kigsby Avenue in Highland
ranching in the Ksimnola valley.
Neil and UeForest. Lord and Muster Park, the occasion being the fifth
Ol is Seligman, accompanied by Miss birthday anniversary of Mary Carmel
Phelps, who have been spending sev and the first birthdav of Baby Louise.
eral weeks on the California coast, re- Ice cream, cakes and candies were
served and the afternoon was devoted
turned to Santa Fe Saturday night.
The Best That Can be Bought I
children's
C. K. Adams and wife of Kspanola, to
The invited
games.
were in the city over Sunday enroute guests were: Lucia and Charles Rick,
AT ANV PRICE
from Estancia, where Mr. Adams had Ruth and Miller Burgin and Edward
Take no chances on either been to prove up on his homestead.
I'il and Emmie Sowell.
when a small amount will give
Mrs. Adelia DeArcy, of Roswell,
Mrs. M. T. Dunlavy who was operyou the protection that you ated on for appendicitis at the local left this afternoon for her home, after
sanitarium the latter part of last a two weeks' visit in Santa Fe with
need, and when you do use inher son, K. J. DeArcy, manager of the
surance get the best, as it is week, is reported doing splendidly.
M.isses Susie Moore of Amarillo, Postal Telegraph
office
company's
the cheapest, and
Texas, and Vergie lfendren of Tucum-cari- , here.
ALWAYS SEE
arrived in the city yesterday and
Work for the New Mexican. It is
will spend several days here visiting
working for you, for Santa Fe and
friends.
new state.
Word has been received in this city the
Office United States Bank Building
that Miss Lottie Magee who spent
l FIRST FLOOK)
several months here last winter, is rinvuvuvxrLruxnnnnnruvuinnj,
now the guest of Mrs. L. B. Prince on
who has purchased the Insurance Business of the L. A. Long island.
Governor L. Tt. Prince returned SatHarvey Agency. Strong lines,
urday from Silver City, where he degood companies, good protection livered the commencement address at
11
the graduating exercises at the Silver
City Normal School.
S. S. Carroll, a member of the force
in the state engineer's office, returned
H.
yesterday from an extended stay in
Doming, where he was investigating
irrigation propositions.
Where Quality Governs the Price
Miss Adelita A. Lucero, daughter of
A. Lucero of Pita, Union county, ar
and Price the Quality
rived in Santa Fe last night on an exUNTIL THE CANNING
tended visit to her sister, Mrs. Adolph
1
P. Hill of Manhattan avenue.
SEASON IS RIGHT UPMrs. Angus AIcGillivray, of Don
ON YOU TO BUY YOUR
Caspar avenue, was the hostess Saturday flight at a most enjoyable house
FRUIT JARS. GET EARdance. About 15 couples were present and all spent a most enjoyable
LY AND BE SURE OF
f v en ing.
GETTING THE PROPER
Brian Boru Dunne, of the editorial
staff of the New Mexican, returned
WE HAVE A
SIZES.
yesterday from a seven weeks' vacation during which he visited Atlantic
LINE
IN
COMPLETE
City, New York, Long Island, Ithaca,
Baltimore and Chicago.
Misses Mae Closson of this city,
Julia Keleher of Albuquerque, and May
low
Are
Maber of Albuquerque, Mrs. Frane,
be
Mrs. Maher and Mrs. Closson were
members of a party who left today
for the Closson ranch about seven
miles above Pecos, for an extended
DAILY
SHIPMENTS
RECEIVING
ARE
WE
outing.
No
Alvau X. White, superintendent of
Do not delay, as they will
Rubber Rag
Sunday
public instruction, returned
soon be off the market.
Gold Enamelsd Cap
from Silver City, where he attended
OF the
DAILY SHIPMENTS
WE ARE RECEIVING
exercises
Normal
of
the
closing
FOR HOKE CAHHIKG
there. He was accompanied on his
return by his daughter. Miss Arneille,
STEAMBOAT
Meats
who has been visiting friends there
SPRINGS
Fish
for the past five weeks.
Left-Over- s
William Jennings Barker, one of the
most popular of the special agents
Vegetables
CANTALOUPES, connected with this district, who has
WATERMELONS,
been at chief headquarters in this city
NATIVE PEACHES, APRICOTS,
for the past ten days, leaves this ev
for an extended tour of the
ening
ETC.
them perfectly forever
PLUMS, ETC.,
southern portion of the state on offi Keeps
with
cial business for his department.
original flavor
John W. Walker, who for the past
color
two months has been engaged in a Air-TiKg
GO. survey of the lands in the Pueblo and Wide Mouth
Zinc Cap
No
the Los Trigos grants on the Pecos
river, was in town over Sunday. He TRY A DOZEN TODAY
states that be has about one month's
I
work yet to do. Col. D. C. Collier of
San Diego and associates own these
NARY ANNOUNCEMENT.
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R. R.
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TO DENVER,
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SAN FRANCISCO

STREET.
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R.

C. L. POLLARD,

President.

Secretary.

J.

CRICHT0N,
Manager & Treasurer.

Lumber and Transfer Go.
(INCORPORATED)

LUMBER OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Shingles, Cement, Plaster, Roofing and Building Materials of Every Description.
F

AGENTS the FAMOUS DAWSON COAL
BUSINESS

AND STORAGE

Your Business Solicited,
Phone

Foot of Montezuma Ave.

100 and 35 W.

NEW MEXICO
SCHOOL OF MINES
SOCORRO, N. M.
COURSES OFFERED: Mine Engineering, Mining
Geology, Metallurgical Engineering, Civil Engineering, Electrlca Engineering and Mechanical Engineering.

'

!!

I Mtlll

ADVANTAGES: Requirements fully up to those
of standard schools of mines everywhere; close
proximity to a great variety of mines and smelters,
where the various metallurgical processes are illustrated; salubrious climate; water famed for Its
purity; good dormitory accommodations at low cost
...
;
,
etc.
,

For full Information, or catalogue, address

THE REGISTRAR

NEW MEXICO SCHOOL OF MINES,
SOCORRO, NEW MEXICO.

Ml

HI

I II

INSURE WITH

WllS

II

AY WARD

AM) REST CONTENT.

we are

As sole

offering
Agents
FOR SALE the property,
known as the
L. B. VickRoy Home on Don

Gaspar Avenue, at an attractive figure. An inspection will convince you that this is the finest
HOME in the City.

JOSEPH

We will be jflad to quote prices and terms.

B.

MAYWARD,

MANAGER,

Rooms 8 and 9, Capital City Bank Building Santa Fe, N. M.

FIT'S

REAL

''a
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WHY BE BAKED OVER A HOT STOVE? :
When you can buy PERCOLATORS and CHAFING
DISHES run by electricity or alcohol?
have a fine
assortment of the Sterneau " Inferno," all high- grade chafing dishes, on which you can cook a
meal, and the percolators which will make a cup
of most delicious coffee in a few minutes.
I

H.

C

YONTZ, JEWELER,

I

J

5

SAN FRANCISCO STREET.

cut-of- f

new-tow-

THE STAR BARN
-

W. A. WILLIAMS,

PROPRIETOR.

GENERAL LIVERY

j

Hack and Baggage Lines.

stocked.

SADDLE

i

Jars

CO.

do

now as

as they will

Season.

in prices

this

Fruits

all

I

and natural

HUE 8

Where Prices ar Bast
Ouallrv.
For

sf

PROMPT SERVICE.

I'lfTwiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiim

Hay, Grain

ht

Flour

We Can Save You Money.
Telephone a Trial Order. Phone 214 J.
We Buy and Sell for Cash.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.

-:-

WHOLESALE

-

AND RETAIL.

Guaranteed Pure, Clean and Wholesome.
IIMtlllllllllill

THE SANTA FE HAY AND GRAIN CO.
M. O'CONNELL, Mgr., - 16 Galisteo St.
1

aHENRY KRICK&- DISTRIBUTOR OF

LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER
BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES
Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
water. Agent for Manitou Spring Mineral Water.
TELEPHONE 35 J
Santa Fe, New Mex.

not wait

STRAWBERRIES.

S.

HORSE OUTFITS.

310 San Francisco St.

i

IKKUII

KALI 8

TWO AND FOUR

Re-

j

INSURANCE

S.

PONIES.

Entire Stable
Best Rigs you can get.

Phone 139.

FRANK M. JONES,

GENERAL TRANSFER

IH

;

'

FIRE, LIFE,
PLATE GLASS

L. A. HUGHES,

IE

rz

-

.r-

-

J

For quick results, a
little "WANT."

Dates of Sale, August 7, 9, 10,11 and 12, 1913.
Final Return Limit, August 25, 1913.

1

CO

-

a

Knights Templar

G000S

DOT

We Save You Meney Buying During This Saio at Our Store.

s

ROUND TRIP EXCURSION FARE

PACE FIVE

CLEMUUICE

j

e

"

Special Prices in All Departments.

'

ROUND

SELIGM1

ADOLF

1

ANS

119 San Francisco St.,

& Rio

AT

PERSONALS Ready Trimmed
ATS

I

FOR SALERANCH PROPERTY
2 Ranches in

HELD

CUTIVE COMMITTEE

f
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BE

SITE AUGUST
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Self-Sealin-

ISBB

Summer tourist
N
RATES
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO,
TO- -

Denver,

.

.

Pueblo,

.

.

$21.10 Colorado Springs, $18.15
16.35 Salt Lake, Ogden, 40.00
.

Chicago, .
St. Paul, .

.

.

.

.

.

....

51.85 St. Louis,
51.85 Buffalo, N.Y.,

47.35
66.45

.

.

78.85 Atlantic City, . . 79.35
. .
On sale daily June 1st to Sept. 30th. Return limit, October
3 1st, except that to points east of Chicago and St. Louis
return limit is 60 days from date of sale-

New York,

-

CALIPORITIA
Cee
Vd'SS

LOS ANGELES,
SAN DIEGO,
On sale daily,

CC

SAN FRANtlSCO,
OAKLAND,

OO.OO

June 1st to Sept. 30th, 1913. Return limit, October
SPECIAL EXCURSIONS

LOS ANGELES,
SAN DIEGO,

Cn

SAN FRANCISCO.
OAKLAND,

Dates of sale, June 30, July I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7.
Also on sale August 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29.

31

si, 1913

CcA CB
VW.OO

Return limit, August 31st.
Return limit, Oct. 22, 1913.

SUMMER TOURIST RATES
in the United States and Canada.

on sale to many other points

For further particulars call on or address,

H. S. LUTZ, Agt.,
The Modern Grocery Co L

-

SANTA FE, N. M.

I
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LLEY RANCH,

r

JT- - 2YI.

Hjitnnmimiinyii"

Bronsofl M. Cutting.
Charles M. Stauffer
J. Wight Qlddlngs.

.

I

B.M

I2.M
!.

..

par

fcy

bmM

iiiilinnillliiimii niiiilrfffiljj

A

Directorate.
Strong
THK
OF DtKKCTORS

of
THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK

Vs

.General Manager
Editor

(ally, par queries, ky iMkr
Weekly, all mtnthi. .

w

DOA HD

9M
HJI

Jl

r

eH9L

Booklet Free on Request

THE VALLEY RANCH,

"All of Today's Newo Today "

n

Qffol
feffer'sl

Is Composed of Men Well Known for
the Success Which They Have Attained
In Business and IBankin; Matters,
m
and who, in all their transactions, follow methods that are
CONSERVATIVE and at the same time JUDICIOUSLY PROGRESSIVE. The wisdom of the policy which they outline for the Bank is evidenced by the soundness
and steady growth of the Institution.

Fishing in its prime. The Pecos River the best trout
stream in the Southwest. The Valley Ranch offers the
best accommodations and best location for fishing.

RATES

Dally,

In

VtOS

........ President

-

i

SUBSCRIPTION
Daily, Mr yeir. ky mall
Dally, tu months, by mall
Weakly, par year

..

iiinnmiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiHairnrm

,

Mexican Printing Co., Publishers
.

JULY 21, 1913.

SWITZERLAND OF AMERICA.

Poatofflee
Secoai Clues Matter at the Still
Entered
Published Dally
The Santa Fa New Maxlcau
EturUsk Weekly
Review
Mexican
New
The
Spanish Weekly
Bl Nuevo Mexlcaao

The Now

MONDAY,

It. J. I'ALEN,

VALLEY RANCH, NEW MEXICO.

DIBECTOES:

ART HUH SELIGMAN.
S. SPITZ,
J. G. SCHUMAXN.

L. A. HUGHES,

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF SANTA FE

to
fairs.
Here are the expressions of all loan rate dropped from 8
in a few hours. One bank which had
:
:
two women, prominent and experienc-)$250,000.00 1
FlfVbT MONDAY
Capital, Surplus and Profits, : :
AIN'T I i
ileen howling calamity bought in one
ed in social work and study:
HAD TO HELP WASH IN A I I
Miss Leah Whitehead,
assistant day $7, HOO.UOO worth of commercial
LONG WHILE lHAMA
Woodrow
of Seattle, in making a per. The panic was off.
TH'rVASHIN'OUT THIS WEEK.
Plea for the abolition of the double Wilson has the money trust as well as
-- Silver
Hie .lobbyists on the
City
standard of morals, said:
SPLIT SKIRTS ft ALL TH
beinto
"You
can't
people
legislate
J
RAGE
N0VMOP5Y
EDITORIAL ROOMS 31
BUSINESS OFFICE 286
ing good unless a majority of them
want to be good."
DANGEROUS.
head woman
Miss Ada Freeman,
SWIM
the
Detroit
officer
of
BLEASE AGAIN.
juveprobation
nile probate court, is quoted as sayI'MGLADTDU
(iovernor Hlease has broken out once more, pud Hryan is now the target
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
AlNT ASIAVEJ
of his peculiar and voluble invective.
ing:
Philadelphia,
July 21. lis danger"After all, what do we do but inter ous to fall overboard in the Delaware
TO STYLE, (1
"No platform for ine, for pay. No sir, nevah," is the trend of his plaint,
fere in families and try to straighten or Schuylkill when a police boat is
SUSIE I
Ilie has refused Chautauqua offers, he says, because he did not desire to I
Who is doing anything to around.
lower the "dignity of the gubernatorial office."
things?
It to a
A person may stand some chance
The dignity of a Chautauqua lecturer is not to be despised.
prevent them getting married? I've
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
this endeavor. We
come to the conclusion that much of of being rescued if he sinks near n
worthy ambition for any man to be a success in
in
state
the
work
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
deparrment
the present system is bosh."
with the critics of Bryan that there is enough
"tramp" or even within hailing dishe.
Central Location.
to occupy the attention of any man, no matter how brilliant he may
After all, the root of the evil of bad tance of a motorboat. but is's most
or how high be the order of
or how remarkable his accomplishments,
marriages, eugenics, a better future certain death if he goes down in proxGlum
21
THOS. DORAN,
Large Sample Rooms.
his ability.
for our people, and all those things imity to a boat manned by city policemen.
The people are paving for the services of Mr. Bryan and those services
our
which
make
for
rests
with
good,
feels
are needed at just this juncture, even though the secretary of state
it? For 70 per cent of the cops that
doesn't
themselves,
people
and the
that he needs more salary, presumably to keep up his state dinners
THE BYSTANDER
They've got to do the reforming, the man the police boats can't swim. In
lieu of swimming they have taken
expensive grape juice accompaniment.
upbuilding and the working out of our!
and worthy
WOODY
SEES IT
a "one oi u.em
,u,e "'
However the criticisms of his course are of more potency
own
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and
salvation
of
the
that
coming
(lu
of South
llas tne advantage of western training,
of attention, coming from someone else than Governor mease,
i
It
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won't
The
aenerniim,
.bws
his felProm
Carolina, whose windy mouthings are not given much attention by
courts can't. It's up to the people they make a poor hand at that.
As far as the ChantauqmiB are concerned, they are better
Director Porter's attention haa been
Where Is It?
low citizens.
If they want a genera-- j
themselves.
BARRANCA
TAOS
MR.
HARVEY 0ATMAN,
caLled to the lack of swimmers
on
off without the Mease vocabulary.
Lost, strayed or stolen, one public Hon of weaklings to succeed the
pies the boats, and wholesale changes in
Meets
of
The general proposition of double pay, however, and a division of time building for Santa Fe, New Mexico, ent one
Both
North
the
South
Proprietor
they can have it. If they wan' the
which ought to be given wholly to his great, office, is based on substantial valued at $2!la,000, and supposedly unpersonnel of the crews is expect- MONTEZUMA BILLIARD PARLORS,
Bounds
Trains.
good,
vigorous
blojl,
- strength and
ed
when he returns from a trip to the
der consideration by the proper pub.
reasoning.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival
they can have that too.
Has Engaged at a Great Expense,
west. Some of the men, the director
The general feeling is, that if Mr. Bryan cannot live on the government lie nfflelala hut unheard of for some
seems
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some
to
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o
in some instances 220 Son of the Famous
ed to hear from anyone who last
weighing
Ten miles shorter than any other
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pounds, and it is said they find
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betterment
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question.
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and
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rather
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Of course, we all understand, that ihrongh
Uncle Sam's' stinging indictment
lors and instruct those desiring to
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surrounding towns. Wire Embude
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from
enactment
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of laws.
castigated private
Not long ago a man feci overboard
learn the game. All new tables,
England the same reply we may expect
great bodies move slowly, and a than
station.
'near a police boat station on the Dela- - new cues, and a quiet, gentlemanly
$2!5,0O0 structure is quite big. How-- :
polies when they, in turn, are arraigned for judgment.
ware Tlle crew, all
room for those who cater
threw
' "If we did waste a lot of our stockholders' money and break laws and get ever, we would be pleased to know AMAMr
PHITADC
wnw miles of rope in his general direction, tolounging
the pastime.
financial acute indigestion in consequence of our speculative adventures, whether or no, in the tremendous
therefore rush of public business at the capital
(None of the lines went within twenty
you can't deny that we're in possession of the goods, and you'd
No Exercise.
EVERYONE WELCOME!
lyards of the drowning man. He was
better help us to work our problems out than, by eternal kicking, to hurt your of this big nation, this building for
If the New Mexico Central
for the nrnverhlal "last tiinp"
Santa Fe has been wholly forgotten,
selves and us, too." Such, in effect, is tne cornered monopoly s piea.
road should be sold and made real when an ordinary citizen, who had
The mistake in this plea is in its assumption that folks have to depend ;0r if it has been lost or stolen
what will we do watched the
The recent developments that have railroad property,
on nrivate mononolv. with its motive to forget the public interest,
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Jtention of Director Porter where the
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hired
public
as
just
Hut Mellen
and we would like to know just where
Fire, Life, Accident
I'ncle Joseph Cannon still Insists crews failed to attempt to rescue via
reading as if subject to the house of Morgan, and neo nave tne aavuniase
Plate Glass, Etc. Etc
of not. having to try to make a whole lot of inflation earn dividends at tht this public building is at the present that President Wilson is the chief lob- - the swimming route. Now that "the
CBARLEYGANN,
time, and why someone has not been bylst. Well, it doesn't matter much secret Is out" mnnv mnr win nmh.
people's expense.
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least
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Meals At All Hours.
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recognize uie laci inai mere are a Make him too seriously.
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LET US REASON.
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With his wide experience. Watterson is worth listening to, and at this thing would be the selection of a site, is
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SwimLand Grants, Etc
to
peeved because of their failure
1 RATES: 50c and 75c PER DAY.
or has the site been selected in a
particular time his words are worthy of especial notice.
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may
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and
has
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said:
manner,
241 San Francisco Street.
Among other things in his remarkable speech,
themselves by reading the newspaper
Near S, W. Corner Plaza,
"We have not been so well governed that we may not be better governed. some official slid in here and "did
g
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what
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colleagues
I
would have all unknown to the common geezer?
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Things are now done in such strange
regeneration come through growth, not spasm."
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That is the spirit back
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people to thinking.
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that
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Cloudcroft,
We have been working spasmodically
to think the election of Mr. Wilson as
,
Rodgers, who is
up the poll
been done, with heedless speed at the Denest or uneresis auu icSaiui.-Telephone 194 W., Room 24
'president means a tendency in the di-- i line for the Jamesputting
careShe Wants A Eugenie.
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LAUGHLIN BUILDING,
For Repairing of All Kinds
ci mpany reports the work progressHere is a chance for a Santa Fej
less and have allowed ourselves to be misgoverned instead of governed.
much good to all classes of people
In Metal and Wood
It will be only a short
ing rapidly.
It is time for the citizens of America to reason a little and bring about bachelor who can deliver the goods. within the I'nited States and have
an
- NEWMEXICO
SANTA FE
a regeneration through the agency of that reason. We are surely being shown The goods consist of a certificate of Influence that will be felt around the time until connection will be made
GUNS, BICYCLE,
with Cloudcroft and the nearby ranchthe results of our careless neglect of it.
good health that will pass the eugenic world. Rock Island Tribune.
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In a crowded street car the other day a remarkable thing happened.
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
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IX THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE session of or charge of the said real
STATES FOR THE DIS-- . estate.
, . UNITED
It. is further ordered
that a ccr.TRICT OF NEW MEXICO.
United States of America, Plaintiff, titled copy of this order under the seal
POPULARITY
No. 182.
of the court, be published in the Santa
vs.
Ft- Xew .Mexican,
a daily newspaper,
FOli llEXT Rooms for light
James 11. l'urdy, et al.. Defendants.
The Ojo Caliente Springs, of wMc-Mexican.
OliDEU.
once a week for six consecutive weeks,
Inquire .,,
Is the general
Anthony F. Joseph
It appearing to the court thai the the hist publication to be made at
OF AN ARTICLE BETHE CONTINUATION
manager, are beginning to show an in- above entitled cause is commenced U ast. one week before the said first
FOR RENT Furnished or un'ur
creased
Following are for the purpose of enforcing a lien in day of September, A. D. 11)1:!.
popularity.
GUN IN SATURDAY'S
ISSUE, A UNITED
i;ishtd rooms. Call at New State Cite
N.
at.
recent arrivals:
in
Done
Santa
America
Fe,
open court,
favor of the United Slates of
Cook-stov- e
Mrs. M. V. Lemmon, Dallas, Texas. upon the land and real estate describ- M., this liMb day of June, A. I"). 1913.
EFFORT IS ASKED TO GIVE THE GREAT
ROOMS FOR MEN Xewly furnishMr.
T.
P. McDuniel, Knoxville, ed in plaintiff's complaint, and comWM. II. ropic,
COUNTY OF SAN JUAN A BETTER
ed, light and airy, showi r bath, use of
United States District Judge.
monly known as tins Talaya Hill
library. Mrs. A. E. 1'. Robinson, corner
Grant, which said laud and real es- United Styles District Court,
Mr. 1.. Massarone, Dawson, X. M.
and Johnson, I'hone 270 J.
Grant
and
Mexico
m.
within
of
State
the
Xew
is
situated
District,
tate
Mr. and Mrs. John Jones, Spivey,
it
and
of
F.
apthe United
I, Harry
District of New .Mexico;
l.ee, Clerk
Kansas.
witn
room
Following is the continuation of the
Modern
WANTED
Mr. and Mrs. Charles K. Smith and pearing that the defendants, the un- States District Court for the District
road article, the first installment ot
with or without board
jsleeping
interporch,
of
or
owners
claimants
do
known
Xew
of
that
Mexico,
Colo.
hereby
certify
which was given in Saturday's New daughters, Antonito,
est in or to the tract of land known the above and foregoing is a true and for wile; not sick: prefer privnle. fain-jilMr. J. A. Rivera, La Jura. Coin.
Mexican. The correspondent sending
Denver, Pueblo, Albuquerque,
Address, F. E. ('.. care Santa Fo
as
the Talaya Hill Grant, can not be correct copy of an order of court made
Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Hatch, Salida,
in this article says that the desire of
.Mexican.
Xew
of
said
within
District
found
the
A
on the 2l!th day of June,
I). 1913.
Salt Lake City
Butte,
Boise,
Cheyenne,
the people of San Juan county is to get Colo.
and have not voluntarily
New
official
Mexico,
and
Witness
my
signature
Miss Ruth Hatch, Saliila, Colo.
in closer touch with the Capital City,
new brick
FOR KENT rcautiful
the seal of said court, at Santa Fe, in
appeared in this cause;
Mr. F. liowe, wife and daughter,
from which they are now practically
S rooms, bath, range,
llu:use,
modern,
is
A.
of
it
2i!th
on
motion
said
of
Xow
this
day
plaintiff,
District,
June,
shut off. The papers of Denver reach
'.shades, nice yard, garage, finest locaordered by the court that said defeml-jants- , D. 1913.
Mr. T. S. Waggoner, lloehne. Colo.
Fannington a day earlier than thean-;
tion, southeast corner of capitol. Geo.
F. I. EE,
each
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do
HARRY
and
them,
(Seal.)
plead,
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and
X
the
pushM.
New Mexican,
Mr. and Mrs.
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Rudolph. Mora,
M. Kinsell.
in this cause by the
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demur
swer
Clerk.
commu
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method
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M.
ling for some
A. 1). 11)13.
of
first
September,
day
nication.
Miss Rudolph, Mora, N. M.
It is further ordered by the court IX THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE
SITUATION WAXTED Ry
Mr. Juan Casados, Mora. X. M.
This move should receive all posthat a certified copy of this order,
DIS- - t' "t. exjerienced
FOR
THE
lady stenographer.
STATES
our
Mo.
from
St.
1).
sible
people
Houston,
Joseph,
under the seal of the court, he serv-- j
TRICT OF XEW MEXICO.
English and Spanish. Will go anyS. Quintana, Antonio, Colo.
here.
in
ed upon any person or persons
where in New Mexico. Have own
United States of America, Plaintiff,
General .Manager Joseph is shipping possession of or charge of the said
The communication began in Saturmachine. Will substitute for others
No.
as
fallows:
continues
issue
to
water from these springs regularly
day's
roa estate.
vacation. Ability, Xew Mexi-- 1
K. K. ditchings, et al Defendants,
(taking
The road on the reservation has Santa Fe, having recently established
t is turt.ier ordered
a corn- cnn.
that,
ORDER.
been crowned and topped with a gen bottling works at Ojo Caliente built ..
t.ol)V 0f this order, under the seal
It appearing to the court that the
erous layer or snaie, wnicn auounas
ania fe carpenters, i no not lies of j tm,
un, be published in the. above entitled cause commenced for' WAXTED Railroad bridge
ear-th- e
in
in
road.
are
works
the
all along the
iu,ed
purchased
Santa Fe Npw .Mexican, a daily newsof enforcing a lien in favor peuters.
for rail-o- !
Mexican
laborers
purpose
Superintendent Shelton made the this city, and here Mr. Joseph has his
papt,rj published within the District!
the United States of America, up-- road work. All kinds of help waited
de-ot Ne,w Mexico, once a week for six on the land and real estate described and furnished.
proposition to Secretary Rioketts that printing done and these facts are
Call, phone, or ad- he would put the entire road that is serving of consideration by our peo- - consecutive weeks, the last publica- - iii
and commonly dress Livesay and Caldwell, second
plaintiff's
complaint
'
on his part of the reservation in as
'
uon lo "
11
known as the Cieneguilla Grant, which door. Capital City Rank building.
,X
fore the said first day of September,
good shape as that beyond the hog- Of health at hot spring resorts.
rea, egta(e is 8Hna,c(, Phone 52 J.
,a))d
of Farmlngton
The Ojo Saliente
back, if the people
waters A. D. 1013.
springs
within the State and District of New
and Fruitland and the lower valley are unsurpassed for cures and tonic
Done in open court at Santa Fe, Mexico; and it appearing that the
TYPEWRITERS
mile powers, by any other, not only in
would but put the twenty-fivMexico, this 26lh day of Jim. tVndants, the unknown owners or Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
stretch of road from Farmington to America but in the world. The
s
a. d., vm.
Ribbons and sup-o- f
claimants of interest in or to the tract platens furnished.
the hogback in as good condition.
WM. II. POPE,
show this.
land known as the Cieneguilla plies. Typewriters sold, exchcange;
U. S. District Court.
This is a very good proposition and
lOrant. can not be found within the land icnted. Standard makes handled
the secretary of the hoard of trade
United States District Court,
said District of Xew Mexico, and have; All repair work and typewriters guar,
GIUES
BOY
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Good
Roads
a
for
ss.
is busy making plans
District of New Mexico
Santa Fe Typewriter
Ei
not voluntarily appeared in this cause; auteed.
its
is
to close down
holiday. The town
F. Lee, Clerk of the UnitLIFE
FOR
CHUM
Now on motion of plaintiff, it Is or-- j change. Phone 231 W.
I, llarj-'
business activity on this day and the
ed States District Court for the Dis- - tiered by the court that said defendgreat excitement in the town of citizens will turn out and help to
Injured By Cars.
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and
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the
vain
of
,
Philadelphia .(July
On Monday night while inspecting
iogollon, when the principals
build up the worst places in the road.
swer or demur, iu this cause by the: UNITED STATES FOR THE DIST-firsl,lal lMU "uu,e
cars in the local railroad yards, Igna-ci-o affair are. well known. The dead girl, So far every one who has been usKed tempt,- to save hiss friend,
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order
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true
copy
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in
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in
day of September, A. D. 1913.
Aragon was injured. Just how the vho was very handsome, was ex- to take part has agreed to do his part
court made on the 26th day of June,
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at
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foot
Clinton
Delaware
s
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circle
a
wide
not
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among
occurred
accident
when called upon.
tremely popular
vs.
a. v., una.
No. 172.
that a. certified copy of this order,!
It was generally Commissioner of Roads John C. street .Camden. His companion was
left leg was broken above the of acquaintances.
Witness
my official signature and under the seal of the court, be served!Tlartolome Sanchez, et al., Defend- S years old.
bodies
The
Daniel
Cosby,
knee and two lingers crushed off his thought that Garcia had the prefer- Hubbard has promised to assist in of
ants.
the seal of said coiu-t- at. Santa Fe, upon any person or persons in pos
both lads were later recovered.
left hand. Aragon was taken to Albu- ence in the mind of the girl, but ticke-ncs- s making the plans for the work on the
in said District, this 2i'.Ui
ORDER.
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one
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double
but
No
the
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lover
tragedy,
in
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and
something
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the
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to
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a
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further
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the
of
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that
other
body
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Silver City
fatal consequences.
road several days previous to the big
Clerk
ing fairly well. Belen News.
(Seal)
copy of this order, under the seal orj'l'R Purpose of enforcing a lien in la
turnout to take care of the prelimin- the water were mute and indisputable
the court, be. published in the Santa vor of the United States of Americn,
of
an
heroism.
evidences
act
of
Killed in Runaway.
State Institution Improvements.
ary grading that will be necessary in
THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE Fe Xew Mexican, n daily newspaper, upon the land and real estate describA scratch on the side of Earlv"sl
road.
Juan Baca, an old resident of this
of
the
of parts
ed in plaintiff's complaint and comAt a meeting
of the Board
UNITED STATES FOR THE
face told of the struggle as he battled
published within the District of
town, who had been working at the Regents of "the
Shelton has generNew .Mexico InstiTRICT OF NEW MEXICO,
Superintendent
monly known as the Bartolome Sansave
unseen
consecuand
to
once
a
little
for
six
week
Cosby,!
saw mills, was killed by a runaway tute for the Blind, held in the direc ously promised the use of his road
United States of America, Plaintiff, tive weeks, the last publication to be chez Grant, which said .land and real
flnnl.lv
to
and
sank
death.
his
team last Friday evening. A man by tor's room of the First National Bank grader and eight horses with which
No. 17J.
vs.
The boys had been to the public
made at least one week before the estate is situated within the State and
the name of Miguel Cruz was killed Dy last Friday a great amount of business to pull it. The people all along the bath
and it appearet al Defendants.
M.
C.
Chaves,
wan-in
the
and
earlier
then
said first day of September, A. D. 1913. District of New Mexico,
day,
the same runaway team on Thursday Was transacted. All members of the valley through which the road passes dered to
the unknown
ORDER.
the river front. Clinton slret
Done in open court at Santa Fe, New' ing that the defendants,
while coming down a hill with a load board were present, with the excep- have expressed their willingness to
or claimnnls of interest in
to the court thai the Mexico, this 20tli day of June, A. D. owners
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It
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appearing
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found
of lumber after Cruz
or to the tract of land known as the
tion of J. L. Lawson, who was out of get out for a day and work the road. did not intend
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entering the water. above entitled cause is commenced
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never
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but
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Early
United States District Judge.
to make a coffin for Cruz.
Coming nishing the new building, and after road day in San Juan county will reMexico, and have not voluntarily apeven removed his shoes when he heard ca, upon the land and real estate de- United States District Court,
back from the mill the team
the bids of var- sult in the construction and repairing a
peared in this cause;
considering
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scribed
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plaintiff's complaint
help and leaped into the
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District of Xew Mexico ss.
it looks for quite a distance, as Baca's ious
the contract was award- of the road necessary to establish the water.
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Plaza
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the
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I, Harry F. Lee, Clerk of the Unithat was found a good ways from ed .to M. L. Oliver, of this city.
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Grant,
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found
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for
District Court,
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where he
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furnish the leaving Farmington there Is n fairly few strokes, and friends of both said estate is situated within the State
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New
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District
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anything,
head hit a rock" breaking his heck.
that the above and foregoing is a true first
until sand is ter swimmer.
grade of furniture manufactured by concerting chuck-holeday of September, A. D. 1913.
The current runs rapidthat the defendants, the and correct
Wagon Mound Pantagraph.
copy of an order of court
the Burlington Furniture company at encountered on this side of the Cool- - ly at that point, and it probably bore appearing
It is further ordered that a certified
unknown owners or claimants of in- made on
the 20th day of June, A. D. copy of this order, under the seal ot
also idge arroyo at the Kirtland flour mill.
Burlington, Iowa. The board
terest in or to the tract of land 1913.
young Cosby out from the wharf.
A Neap Fire.
completed arrangements for the addi- There is about two miles of this road
the court, be published in the Santa
The presence of the clothing on the known as the Plaza Blanca Grant,
Witness my official signature and Fe New Mexican, a daily newspaper,
Keeping up with their neighbors' tion of several new musical instru- that needs to be crowned
up and wharf, and absence of any bathers, can not be found within the said
record, the Optic and Scotty Smith ments, including pianos, guitars and shaled, though there is only about a was the first inkling of the drowning, District of New Mexico, and have not the seal of said court, at Santa Fe, in published within the District of New
s,aid District, this 2Cth day of June. Mexico, once a week for six consecuthis morning were victims of a (Ire mandolins. Other items of equipment half mile that is almost impassable to and
irons were used.
It voluntarily appeared in this cause;
scare. At 8:30 o'clock a small blaze were purchased. New cement walks autos. This portion of the road is one was grappling
tive weeks, the last publication to be
not known that more than one
motion of plaintiff, it is A. D. 1913
on
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Early,
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Done in open court, at Santa Fe,
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Shtimway arroya
Done in open court at Santa Fe, owners or claimants of Interest in or
HARRY F. LEE,
leave the ground and take to a tree ed to have peace warrants sworn out road in the Jewett valley. This road was along these offsets that the holes New Mexico, this 26th
Clerk.
day of June, tc the tract of land known as the (SEAL)
were
found.
was
but
dissuaded.
for
McCellan,
hounds.
was built on solid ground, but several
vhen brought to bay by the
A. D., 1913.
On
he
floor
can
the
Alamitos
of
would
often
Salas
cellar
Juan
McGrant,
After assuring himself
that
He was too busy to run on the ap
years ago a cloudburst occurred in found rats that
WM. IT. POPE,
not be found within the District of
appeared to be lend.
Iroach of Mr. Fisher, who was the Clellan was in the house occupied by the head of the arroya and a deluge of The
United
States
District Judge. New Mexico, and have not voluntarily
kick
would
them
and
up
barkeeps
lone spectator at a good fight before his wife George entered. He said he water came down, spreading out for
United States District Court,
appeared in this cause;
found the man, ordered him to get two or three miles over the flat put Ihem on an open ash can. The
bagging the game.
District of New Mexico. ss.
next
would
be
He
Now on motion of plaintiff, it is orday
inmissing.
they
he
as
and
on
his
knees
down
road
which
pray,
the
passes, filling blamed
The bear was seven feet long from
through
of the dered by the court, that said defendClerk
I, Harry F. Lee,
cats
for
their
disappearance
am
mm.
to
with
noi
mil
Mcuieiian
f
it from one to two feet deep
feet tended
tir to tin nnri bIy and
wnen tne leaks
con United States District Court for the ants, and each of them, do plead, anstne
cross the shoulders. He would have comply immediately, and the first shot sand. Since this it is rarely ever that tinned a watch was inkent hvpipes
,.,- -.
District or New Mexico, no nereoy wer or demur in this cause by the first
thp
an auto can pull through without havweighed over 700 pounds, in good con- was fired.
that the above and foregoing day of September A. D. 1913.
certify
solved
this
and
the
mysterv.
tender,
McClellan then left the bed and got ing to be shoveled and pushed out by
dition. Mr. Fisher sold the hide for a
He saw a couple of big rats takej's a true and correct copy of an
It is further ordered by the court
not
of
and
on
his
knees
When
the
George
begged
secretary
passengers.
good price and put an end to a lot of
at
a
hole through a der of cm,rt made on the 26,h day that a certified copy of this order
gnawing
fired
to
three
shoot
this
went
of
trade
board
George
again.
the
through
mischief that this bear is known- to
JU11C
under the Beal of the court, be served
&
body of McClellan. sand with Mr. Shelton he was obliged pipe. When the job waB done one rati01
have caused in the Mineral Hill neigh' shots into the McClellan
and upon any person or persons in possesofficial
on
on
laid
Witness
the
back
of
its
my
the
signature
ledge
dead
was
with
that
to shovel sand and push the car,
torhood during the past 12 yearsthe seal of said court at Santa Fe, sion of or charge of the said real es
George went to the home of his moth- - the sun boiling down hot enough to cellar wall, and let the leaking beer
TIME TABLE
Las Vegas Democrat.
He bake an ostrich egg.
he left his revolver.
is un trickle into its mouth until it be- in said District, this 26th day of June, tate.
This
er.where
Murders Hts Sweetheart
is
1913.
ordered
certified
a
further
It
A.
that
D.,
came
over
it
then
rolled
intoxicated,
then hunted up an officer and surren- doubtedly the worst place on the enElfective January 1st, 1913.
HARRY F. LEE,
on the floor, asleep. The next rat (Seal)
copy of this order, under the seal o(
Torn by mad jealousy which his un- dered saying that he had killed a tire road.
in
Santa
be
the
the
Clerk.
court,
published
requited love for a beautiful senorita, man.
Several parties interested in the would then proceed to acquire a ;ag
Leave Santa Fe 8:10 a. m. to conFe New Mexican, a daily newspaper,
Maria Fronseca, had inspired when
McClellan was partly undressed road are going down Saturday of this
nect with No. 3 westbound and
MUST BELIEVE IT.
rN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE published within the District of New
ty saw that her favor rested upon an- when assistance reached him. He was week or the first of next week and
No. 10 eastbound.
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for
six
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a
Mexico,
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miner
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the
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arrive Santa Fe 12:10 p.
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When
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Santa
at
mines
Returning,
TRICT OF NEW MEXICO.
People
Mogollon, shot way without having spoken a word. the hills to the north of the arroya.
ployed in the
made at least one week before tht
m.
Tell It So Plainly.
s
United States of America, Plaintiff,
the object of his devotion through the He says he was forced to leave nis This will make the road some
A. D.
said first day of September,
vs.
Wlien public endorsement is made
No. 180.
of a mile longer, but will inNo. 3 carries passengers to Albuheart, killing her instantly and then wife several weeks ago on accout of
1913.
fled to the mountains where he Is now McClellan. He says that knowing the sure a solid and permanent road bed by a representative citizen of Santa Thomas B, Catron, et. al,, Defendants.
querque, locally, and to Pacific
Done
New
in
court
at
Santa
Fe,
open
ORDER.
Coast
points.
being sought by an armed posse. The habits of the man he was certain he A portion of the road from this place Fe, the proof is positive. You must
D.
2Gth
A.
of
this
June,
day
been believe it. Read this testimony. Evto the hogback has already
It appearing to the court that the Mexico,
affair occurred Saturday and caused would find him in his wife's room.
Fe 3:30 p. m. to con-ne1913.
Santa
Leave
ev.
above entitled cause is commenced for
shaled, and is in fair condition, and ery sufferer of kidney backache,
WM-No. 1 westbound, and
H. POPR,
with
with a little work the balance can also ery man, woman or child with kid- the purpose of enforcing a lien in
No. 2, eastbound, connecting at
United
District
States
Judge.
ney trouble will do well to read the favor of the United States of America, United States District Court,
"Cut-off- "
the greatest athlete have dyspepsia and his be put into good shape.
with
Albuquerque
As soon as all plans are completed following:
will soon fail. One's stamina
upon the land and real estate describv'er.oa VaU
and
Clovls
ss.
for
Mexico.
of
New
train
District
and strength of mind or muscle for the work to be carried on Road
Toribio Rodriguez, 110 Johnson St., ed in plaintiff's complaint and comI, Harry F. Lee, Clerk of the United
ley points.
depend upon the blood, and the blood in turn, Day, a date will be set for the event. Santa Fe, N. Mex., says: "I suffered monly known as the Salvador GonStates District Court for the District
arrive Santa Fe 6:05 p.
requires a healthy stomach, for the stomach is the The ladies will be asked to prepare a off and on for several months from zales
Returning,
and
which
real
said
land
Grant,
do
of
New
Mexico,
hereby certify that
laboratory where the food is digested and such elem.
across my loins. estate is situated within the State and
ments are taken up or assimilated which main commissary wagon for the occasion, backache and pains
the above and foregoing is a true and
Mornings when I tried to sweep out District of New Mexico; and it appear- correct copy of an order of court made
Hood. In consequence all the organs of the body, as workers must be well fed.
Leave Santa Fe 6:20 p. m. to conIf everyone interested will but do the store, my back bothered me so ing that the defendants the unknown on the 26th
such as heart, lungs, liver and kidneys, as well as
nect with No. 7 westbound
1913.
of
A.
D.
June,
day
the nervous system, feel the bad effect if the stom- their part, the hardest work on the much that often I had to sit down. owners or claimants of Interest in or Witness
El Paso sleeper, also No.
and
official
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signature
ach is deranged.
road will be completed, and our auto The trouble got to be constant and no to the tract of land known as the Sal- the seal of said court, at Santa Fe, in
4 eastbound.
mail service, our tourist and passeng- matter what I did, my back hurt me. vador Gonzales
Grant, can not be said District, this 2Gth day of June,
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 8:35 p.
er
service, our freight service a par- I finally began using Doan's Kidney found within the said District of New A. D. 1913.
The Medical Adviser by
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soon
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Pills and I
tial southern outlet for the basin
HARRY F. LEE,
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what
Santa Fe 8:50 p. m. to confrom
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Farmington
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in this cause;
(SEAL)
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with No. 8 eastbound, and
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of plaintiff, it is orNow
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iastic in my praise of Doan's Kidney
No. 9 westbound.
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that
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by
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or woman, single or maryour legal forms
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 12:36
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Co.,
Buffalo,
San cents.
general merchandise at No.
favorably known for over 40 years. Everywhere
stamps to pay for
It is further ordered by the court pany.
some neighbor can tell you of the good it has done,
Francisco street to Louis S. Lowitzkl New York, sole agents for the Unitetl
wrapping and mailing.
that a certified copy of this order, unfu- States.
conduct
the
will
in
business
who
SaM by aril BMeUcta dealers 1st HejoJd or tafctet
New Mexican Want Ads always
Remember the name Doan's and der the seal of the court, be served.
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Call "Central" forTrain
Reports.

LOCAL ITEMS. JUDGE A. W. COOLEY OFFICIAL NEWS.

F. ANDREWS

IN TELEPHONING
The New Mexican, if your buslnest
Is about advertising, subscriptions or
If
ob work, please call up '286."
you wish to speak to the editor or give
any news, please phone "31 "

Grocery, Bakery and Market.

Auto Delivery Every Hour!

Auto Delivery Every Hour!

Another ear of that famous EMPRESS FLOUR. The best money
will buy, try it. A coupon packed In every sack good for valuable
premiums, and besides this we are going to give to the boy or girl under 15 years of age. who enl'ecta the most of these coupons up to
September 15th a $30.00 bicycle and to the next highest a watch.
Boys and girls get busy g't your mother and your neighbors to
use EMPRESS FLOUR.

ER&
'NUFF SAID, GNAGEY
VIEN.
FOR SALK All kinds of building
lumber. 314 CJalisteo street.
Died at Lamy Antonio Chaves re- CfiveU a telegram tills morning an- nouueing the death of his grandmoth- er, who died in Lamy this nioriiiiii.
Slip is survived by one sou, Flarentino
The
Chaves and several grandsons.
No. 4
t'imjr.'il wilt he Vifilfl tomorrow.
Masonic Meeting On .Monday evening, July 21, a regular meeting of
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection and Azt-laChapter Rose Croix will be held at
the Cathedral.
Among other impor- tant matters to come before the Lodge
and Chapter is the adoption of the
proponed revised
Bargains All summer millinery at
half price. Miss A. Mugler.
Brought to Santa Fe from Duke City
Julio Martinez, leader of the carnival band, which was here week be
fore last, was brought back yesterday
(from Albuquerque, by Seferino Baca,
chief deputy sheriff, and is now in
the Santa Fe county jail facing a
mill
mill
charge of rape sworn out by the
mother of Paulina Archuleta.
AY' ANTED
coal oil stove
ir good conditin for two months,
Phone 133 W.
Health Committee Meets The re- jcently appointed health committee of
the chamber of commerce met today,
jand will at once set about getting
copies of the various milk inspection
and milk inspector ordinances of dif-- I
cities, with a view to drafting
an ordinance along this line for Santa
Fe. The members of the committee
are Dr. .1. A. Massie, H, S. Bowman
land ii. K. Paul.
You will find many good smokes in
our cigar case. No trouble to select
the particular size, shape and shade
Zook's.
you like.
CALIFORNIA PROPERTY.
Any one contemplating coming to
California to reside, and wishing to
Everything In Hardware.
acre or up
purchase a home with
Mi . H. WICKHAM.
can save money by addressing me as
LUDWIQ WM. ILFELD.
I have several properties for sale on
easy terms. All are in lxs Angeles
county, on the best electric car line
reaching out of Los Angeles City.
HBEG
Write me, stating what you desire
and I will send you description with
All have
prices, terms and (location.
abundance of water. Climate the very
have a house in the city also
best.
InTOW
with eight rooms, in good location, on
a large lot. C'has. T. Alleman, Box
30, Willowhrook, California.
Any kind of nursing bottle you want
nipples of all styles, brushes, baby
foods, talcum powders and the most
careful prescription department to
help baby when ill. Zook's.
Conference With Santa Fe Officials
G. SARGENT,
The members of the railroad
of the chamber of commerce
H. MENDENHALL,
and several other prominent members
of the organization who could be
reacned on short notice. Held a very
The De Vargas will be remodelled in the Spanish style and
satisfactory conference with General
Manager C. W. Kotins, of the Santa Fe
newly furnished throughout; also freshly painted and
U'ilroad, Saturday afternoon
during
his short stay in this city. The varpapered. Many private baths and all the comious needs of the city as concerns the
hotel.
forts of a first-claSanta Fe were talked over with Mr.
Kouns, and from all reports there
seems to be no hesitancy on the part
of the railroad in doing every thing
i
can for this city. A full report of
this conference will be made at the
chamber of commerce meeting tomorrow evening.
For Sale A gentle reliable family
horse with harness and two seated
rig with top, $200. Frank Owen.
For Contempt F.
Again Arrested
. Chacon, associate
editor of La Voz
del Pueblo, a Democratic newspaper,
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
who was recently arrested for alleged
All kiods of flowers, garden 4 field seeds in bulk and packaies contempt of court at Las Vegas, and
ALFALFA SEED.
who appealed the case to the supreme
was arrested again Saturday
court,
Fe
house in
The only exclusive
on another charge of the same sort ac
cording to the reports received here.
Chacon in his former editorial had
Phone Black stated that the politics of the various
Phone Black
offenders had been an important factor in deciding the verdict against
them, his story alleging that Democrats received sentences out of proportion to their alleged crimes and
that Dr. Smith who recently sued the
asylum board, had been given a big
verdict for damages because he was
a Republican.
It is not known just
what his latest publication referred

Phone

I

I

-

pvyhoneNiU

ins iimdim:!
fLUIuDInU
We have an expert
Plumber to attend to
your plumbing promptly and at a reasonable
price. Phone Main 83

Santa Fe Hardware

&

Supply Co.

It wasThe Palace Hotel,
IT IS

T

THE DE VARGAS
W.

Proprietor.
Business Manager.

W.

com-r.iitte- e

ss

WHOLESALE

AND RETAIL

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

14

MS

grain

Hi

45

Santa

LEO HERSCH

45

to.

Zook's Benzoin, Witch Hazel and
Almond Cream is fine for sunburn and
windburn. Take a bottle with you on
your vacation.
The regular
Important Meeting
meeting of the chamber
of commerce will be held tomorrow
evening. A number of matters of
will come up chief of which
will be the report of the committer
named to investigate into the charges
r.iade by C. F. Street, of the Santa Fe
V. ater & Light company,
that there
had been talk of holding his company
vp for a big sum of money for a re-- I
newal of their franchise.
Also the
matter of the selection of a secretary
will probably be discussed. Other
committees to report will he the health
committee
recently appointed, the
committee of the prize competition fcr
plans and sketches for the New-Oi- l
Santa Fe style of dwelling, the railroad committee which had an 'mport-an- t
conference with General Manager
C. W. Kouns, of the Santa Pa, Satur
day, and much other important busi
ners.
y

,

j

"There's a

good garden where there are good

garden tools

5..i

smooth lawn, well cut ani trimmed, adds to both the beauty
A
t
and value of a residence.
garden not only yields better
but is a delight to the eye. In ycur Reliable Hardware Store's line
of tools for lawn and garden, will be found every implement needed
by landscape and kitchen gardeners to produce the best results with
the greatest economy of time arc? labor. They add to the pleasure of
the amateur and lighten the task of the business user.
Yours for a well-kelawn sr.d garden,
A

,

well-kep-

Your Reliable Hardware Store.
THE HOME OF THE "HARDWARE MAN."

HACK No. O.

I

Always

at the Plaza,

FACUNDO ORTIZ, OWNER
Driver, Celso Ortiz.

'
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Courteous and Prompt Treatment Accorded All.

DIES AT HOME
IN MUSS.

RUMORS SAY

A.T.&S.r. Best Assorted Line oi

DIIVC PflAI DH AD
Builds New Home.
DU IV llUHL ilUHU .
Lucerd
Antonio
of
State
Secretary
a
started
announces that he has just
lu the
now home on Garcia street
PERSISTENT REPORTS THAT THE SANTA
Schumann addition. The dwelling will
THE ST. LOUIS,
FE HAS ACQOIRED
he of the bungalow type.
ROCKY

MOUNTAIN

JULY 21, 1913.

&

PACIFIC

Embroidery Floss in White
and Colors, both in Silk and Cot- ton; also Crochet Cotton. D. M.
C., Royal Society, and Princess
Linen, Art Center,
Stamped
pieces, Scarfs, etc.

RAIL-

MISS A. MUGLER

Speak At Tucumcari.
ROAD AND PERHAPS COAL LANDS ALSO
Governor V. C. McDonald and SuNEW MEXICAN JURIST
PROMINENT
Instruction
Public
of
perintendent
SOUTHEAST CORNER PLAZA.
X. White have both accepted inAT LAST SUCCESS TO
While there is no official In authority
convention
the
at
vitations to speak
Mountain &
EAST
GONE
HE HAD
Commercial clubs of the St. I.oiiis. Rocky
of the
in
Raton, today to sible, without irrigation! but with
of eastern New Mexico, and north- Pacific Railway,
TO TAKE FRIEDMANN TREATMENT.
western Texas, which will be held at confirm or deny the report ot the sale shallow water and irrigation these
.Tucumcari, commencing August 4th. of that property to the Santa Fe, the factors make it possible for all crops
press
Reporter believes ...the various
tj be of the "bumper" variety every
11.
,1,1..
i
FUNERAL WILL BE HELD
Many More Licenses.
irtports ana aispaicnes justifies uau-- ! season. And if, with the snows and
to jin the report, says the Raton Report-- the rains, the owner of lands be incontinue
licenses
Automobile
AT BROOME, TUESDAY pour in on the secretary of state as a er.
telligent and a hard worker, he will
The Denver Post of yesterday says pdd a few dairy cattle, some brood
result of his notice ta mayors and
city marshals regarding the enforcing 'the sale has been made and that the animals, pigs, chickens and he soon
silver Citv N. M. July 21. Judge of the new law. Saturday at noo Santa Fe has not only bought the
will have "a rocking chair on the sunA1or(1 r c'ooley, former associate there had been J502 licenses
issued
but that it has also bought the ny side of easy street." One man
lustiee of the New Mexico supreme and over Sunday 23 more came in
jcoal mines and properties connected raises alfalfa. He has a business in
court, and previous to mat. nine
to 152.". At this rale 'therewith and the immense acreage of Portales, so all the work must be done
total
the
l.'nited States civil service commis- the 2000 mark is not far away, al- Jcoal lands owned, by the St. L. R. M.
by hired help and last year he clearsioner and assistant attorney general though it is not expected that tills & P. company.
ed $10 on that' alfalfa, selling it in
Saturof the United Stutes. died late
"The Post' saysthe cost of the prop- open market.
rush will keep up much longer.
Another man, on a
,
at
day at his summer residence
erty is given by reports of the Inter- "(jry" farm, put in eight cows, increasreadvices
to
according
at
Mass.,
Visits Elk Herd.
state Commerce Commission
ing to 23 and last year he bought
from
Tuberculosis,
here.
ceived
A visit to New Mexico's el
ierd on
but that the actual purchase jiil20 worth of feed raising all the
sufa
been
which Judge Cooley had
the Webster ranch in Colfax county price is not stated. Mr. Jan A.
maize and such stuff by dry farming
ferer for five years, was the cause of was made by Game Warden T. C. do
vice president and general
and yet his profits were $1216.20
in
has
been
the
death. A widow and son. aged seven I'aca on his recent trip to 'hat
of
company,
manager
for the year; he also having the 25
be
will
to
funeral
The
He reports that there are now the east several weeks, presumably
years, survive.
cows and 17 calves as a
the deal. He is expected
held a Brookline, on Tuesday.
!lcn head in this herd, two of them be
Another man put hogs on his
when it is expected he profit."
The year previous
1,0 acres.
alfalfa
Judge Cooley. who had lived here ing young ones born this season. It home Saturday,
since 1911, when he resigned from may be Interesting in this connection will give official continuation to tne he sold Jiis alfalfa, netting $10 per
sale.
of
to know that the state game depart- reported
the New Mexico bench because
acre. Last year he fed 15 hogs on an
This is the largest and most import- acre of this alfalfa, and he cleared
impaired health, went to New York jment has filed an application with the
Mexico and
i
May last, making the trip as tne department of agriculture for SO head ant deal ever made in New
$1000, besides now having the original
Unit-e- J
of elk from the Jackson Hole region means that Raton will be put. on the 15 hogs, with 60 little fellows "makguest of Larz Anderson, former
most
of
the
in
one
important
in Wyoming, the national government map as
States ambassador to Japan,
of themselves." That is farmof the entire southwest. It ing pigs
Mr. Anderson's private car. His trip having announced that these animal51
to a profit. Another man, with
ing
oft
of the
ei.st was for the purpose of taking would be sent free to any state which also means the realization
tract in the city limits, bought
of the Reporter
the Friedmann treatment for tubercu would take official charge of them anil repeated prediction
a lot of hens he clears a dollar a daj
the
of
one
will
become
Raton
that
ltsis. Judge Cooley was treated by yay the freight.
off the eggs, and now there are hunlargest cities of the southwest. The dreds of chicks that in a month or so
the Berlin scientist, and for a time
the
of
this
property by
acquisition
showed gratifying
Mr- condition
New Department at Normal.
means the extension of the will be adding several dollars a day
Miss Manette Myers, head of the de- Santa Fe
but several weeks ago he
to his income. These are not isolated
line towards the northwest how far
suffered a relapse, it is said, and fail partment of industrial education, anbut the com- instances in the Portales country
been
not
indicated,
has
nounces following her visit to Silver
ed steadily until death came.
are mentioned to show, not
but
pany owns large acreages of timber in what they be
death. Judge City that four new rooms are being Taos
done, but what is actually
may
At the time of his
is
and
it
quite
probable
county
in
Another man had a
there.
once.
forwarding
far
at
line
that
the
Cooley was a member of the board built at the Normal in that city
will extend
which to house Ike work in her de- At the
o regents of the Vniversity of
eastern terminus, Des "streak of bad luck" and lost everypresent
at Albuquerque. It was in partment which will be put in there Moines, it will no doubt De connected thing but a mare and several burros.
and also He began breeding and now his ba!
1000 that he was appointed to the commencing this fall. It is the inten- with the Dodge City cut-of- f
bench, bein? tion of the board of regents of the the Galveston short line. By filling in ance in the bank is several thousand
New Mexico supreme
to school to put the work in the hands ot the gap between Des Moines and Clov-i- s dollars, besides the many young aninamed by President Roosevelt
succeed Judge Edward A. Mann, of a competent instructor, and they are
the Santa Fe will have the most di- mals about the place. It takes just a
head-woralong with the sweat
Alamogordo. After serving two years now in correspondence with several rest line to the Gulf and thus be pre- bit of
on the bench, he resigned because of possible candidates for this position. pared to take care of the great ton- of the brow in manual labor.
refi lling health and eame here to live. She also says that the public schools nage at Galveston which will be
It is a wonderful country; a country
Panof
the
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THIRD CHINESE
mile front
beginning to enter her furnaces and demonstrated at a great many farms, a receiving tank one-haPROVINCE TO
town, thence to a septic plant some
was coming in over the main deck. o;i every side of Portales.
JOIN REBELS Using full speed, the steamer shoved There are snows in the winter; and distance away; and thence is used in
her nose into the soft mud with little there are rains in the summer. With irrigating alfalfa fields.
shock and settled in an upright posi- care these factors make farming pos
(To Be Continued.)
21.
Fukien
Washington, D. C, July
tion. The passengers wailed calmly
province has seceded from the Chinese until they could be put ashore. They
republic, according to a despatch to continued their journey by train.
the state department today from Consul Fowler at Foo Chow. Fukien bor- BULGARIA WILLING TO
ACCEPT PEACE TERMS.
ders on Kiang and Kwang, Tung, the
Bucharest, Rumania, July 21. It is
two provinces which already have
thrown off allegiance to the Pekin gov- officially confirmed here that Bulernment.
garia has accepted the conditions
The legation at Pekin reports that laid down by Rumania and has also a
-the local government of Canton in agreed to the terms of peace with Ser
Will
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Kwang Tung province, proposes to
send 150,000 troops north within a
week to engage the government forces.
The provincial assembly has confirmed
Chen Chiung Ming as military governor of Kwang Tung province and apof the
pointed him commander-in-chie- f
array wliich is to proceed against the
northern forces.
SECRETARY LEAVES ON
VISIT TO WESTERN STATES
Chicago, July 21. Secretary of the
Interior Lane, accompanied by his
wife, spent several hours in Chicago
today, enroute from Washington for
the West where he will make a trip of
inspection through the public lands
and irrigation states. He will make
stops at Omaha, Denver, Spokane, and

Seattle.
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via and Greece.
London, July 21. The new Bulgarian cabinet under M. Radoslavoff
formally notified European powers today of its readiness to order the cessation of hostilities immediately if the
rowers can induce Servia and Greece
to take a similar course.
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BJ" Boston and Table Ferns. C3

Phone 12.

THE CLARENDON GARDEN
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CAPITAL COAL YARD
PHONE 85 MAIN.

WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL
FACTORY WOOD
SWASTIKA LUMP
SAWED WOOD
CERRILLOS LUMP

VWWB

CORD WOOD
STEAM COAL
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.
Montezuma Arenue, near A., T- & S. F. Railroad Depot.
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